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Software companies are nowadays adopting Software as a Service (SaaS) delivery model. In the SaaS               
delivery model, two important sources of revenue are retaining existing customers, aka customer retention,              
and gaining more customers via a positive ‘word of mouth’. Customer satisfaction plays a vital role in                 
customer retention. Customer satisfaction can be achieved by providing a service that creates value for the                
customer and this eventually leads the company to establish a loyal relationship with the customer. To                
achieve customer satisfaction, SaaS companies are continuously striving to implement practices that will help              
them in delivering quality services to their customers.  

This thesis addresses the research problem “How can SaaS companies execute small-scale agile development              
projects in order to maximize customer satisfaction?” To answer the research problem we used an action                
research method for a Finnish company operating on the SaaS delivery model. The data collected as a part of                   
the empirical study was later analyzed using the Grounded Theory. In our literature review, we focused on                 
understanding the key concepts such as the SaaS delivery model, customer satisfaction, common challenges              
that agile development projects face, and good practices that can be used to eliminate challenges. The focus                 
of the empirical study was to understand the current state of small-scale agile development projects at the                 
case company, the impact these projects have on customer satisfaction, and the challenges that developers               
face when working on such projects. Five key challenges uncovered during the research were delayed project                
delivery, poor communication between the development team, and an undefined process for project delivery.              
Based on the literature review and the results of the empirical study this thesis suggests good practices that                  
development teams can use in order to achieve maximum customer satisfaction. A few of the good practices                 
suggested by this thesis are such as creating user stories, implementing pair programming, and providing               
guidelines to help developers steer their projects towards completion.  

In conclusion, developers should work, along with the customer, on eliciting requirements towards the              
beginning of the project by creating user stories and gain a deeper understanding of the customer                
requirements. As per existing literature collaboration with the customer to create user stories will eventually               
result in fewer post-development changes requested by the customer and hence maximizing customer             
satisfaction.  
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1 Introduction 

This chapter explains the motivation for the Master’s thesis. The research problem, objectives,             
and structure of the thesis are also described in this chapter. 

1.1 Motivation for the research 
 

Software as a Service indicates a model where the software runs on a cloud and multiple                

users can access a single instance of the application via an internet connection (Aleem, et               

al., 2018). Software providers are widely adapting Software as a Service (SaaS) delivery              

model due to its widespread benefits for both the provider and the consumer. One of the                

benefits being the ease to deliver services to the consumers all across the globe (Aleem, et                

al., 2018). This ease of reaching globally, however, also adds complexity to the overall              

SaaS design as such products need to cater to the requirements of multiple stakeholders              

(Aleem, et al., 2018).  

 

In comparison to traditional web-based applications, the SaaS delivery model also focuses            

on the monitoring of the product after the initial implementation for the customer has been               

completed. One important source of revenue for SaaS companies is retaining their            

customers and gaining new customers based on the ‘word of mouth’ from their existing              

customers (Mehta et. al, 2016). Hence customer satisfaction is of utmost importance for             

SaaS companies as it has a direct impact on the company’s revenue. As per Oliver (2010),                

delivering a product or service that meets the customer’s needs eventually results in             

customer satisfaction. In this modern era customers are looking for products or services that              

add value to their lives (Grönroos, 2007). Hence, quality is of utmost importance in a SaaS                

product and should be incorporated in the product from the initial service design phases              

such as code architecture design and user-interface design (H. Kashfi, 2017).  
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SaaS companies nowadays strive to understand and implement processes that will help            

them in delivering quality products or services to their customers. Hence, design plays an              

important role towards the overall success of a SaaS product (Vidhyalakshmi and Kumar,             

2014). However, SaaS companies face multiple challenges while trying to design and            

develop a product that meets their customer needs. One of these challenges is working with               

a globally distributed team (Fitriani et. al, 2016). Most software companies are working             

with a geographically distributed team nowadays. In practical terms this implies that the             

team developing the software is located in different geographic locations or timezones            

(Ibrahim et. al, 2016). This global distribution of teams makes team management a             

challenging task (Fitriani et. al, 2016). Hence the motivation behind this thesis is to              

highlight the challenges that software developers face while developing a SaaS product and             

the impact of these challenges on customer satisfaction. Furthermore, this thesis also            

highlights good practices that software designers and developers can incorporate during the            

development process in order to maximize customer satisfaction.  

1.2 Research problem and questions 
 
The main aim of the thesis is to define a set of good practices that should be followed 

during small-scale agile development projects within a SaaS company. The research 

problem can be defined as follows: 

 

How can SaaS companies execute small-scale agile development projects in order to 

maximize customer satisfaction? 

 

An important perspective through which the main research problem is looked at is that of 

customer satisfaction. The research problem is further divided into two sub questions in 

order to evaluate the contrast between the ongoing small-scale development practices 

within the case company and the practices defined in the literature.  
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Research Question 1: What is the current state of small-scale agile development at the 

case company?  

 

The first question is designed to evaluate the current state of small-scale agile development 

projects that cater to the changing needs of its stakeholders within the case company. 

Customer satisfaction is the main focus point when evaluating the current state. Under the 

current state we aim at understanding the current process used for small-scale agile 

development projects, the current challenges that these projects face and the impact of these 

challenges on customer satisfaction.  

 

Research Question 2: What good practices can be used by the case company in small-scale 

agile development projects to maximize customer satisfaction?  

 

The second question aims at contrasting the current practices with those defined in the 

literature in order to highlight good practices that will eventually result in maximum 

customer satisfaction.  

1.3 Scope and objectives of the research 
 

The main objective of this thesis is to analyze the current state of small-scale agile               

development projects at the case company, identify good practices from literature and map             

them in the current process so as to maximize customer satisfaction. The aim is to combine                

the academic research and good practices in order to define a set of practices that can help                 

software designers and developers to maximize customer satisfaction.  

 

The empirical study of this thesis focused on studying and evaluating the current state of               

small-scale agile development projects at the case company. Finally, the thesis compares            

the current state of the case company with the good practices defined in the literature.               

Through this comparison the main aim was to create a set of company-wide standard              
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practices in order to maximize customer satisfaction from small-scale agile development           

projects.  

 

The results of this study can be utilized in all future small-scale agile development projects;               

and will help in creating a set of guidelines that software designers and developers can               

follow during such projects. 

 
Table 1. Objectives of research questions 

Research Question Objective 

RQ1: What is the current state of 

small-scale agile development at the case 

company?  

 

Analyze the current process that is 

followed at the case company in 

small-scale agile projects. Furthermore, to 

analyze the role of software developers in 

such projects and the current challenges 

that are faced when it comes to customer 

satisfaction.  

RQ2: What good practices can be used by 

the case company in small-scale agile 

development projects to maximize 

customer satisfaction? 

Gather good practices that lead to customer 

satisfaction from the literature and 

incorporate them in the current process 

followed within the case company.  
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1.5 Structure of the thesis 
 

The thesis begins with an introduction to the research domain, the motivation behind 

choosing the research domain, the definition and scope of the research problem. The second 

chapter of this thesis presents the research methodology used to conduct the literature 

reviews and the empirical research. The third chapter consists of the literature review that 

presents a deeper understanding of the key concepts related to the research problem. The 

fourth chapter details the structure of the case company and presents a detailed analysis of 

the data collected as a part of the empirical research. Moreover, the fourth chapter also 

enlists a set of good practices that can be used by the case company in order to eliminate 

the identified challenges. The fifth chapter is used to create a concise understanding of the 

main results of this thesis. It is mainly a discussion of the suggested good practices from the 

previous chapter and their impact on customer satisfaction. The sixth chapter concludes the 

thesis by giving concrete conclusions that can be used to improve the state of small-scale 

agile development and talks about future research areas that can emerge from this thesis.  

 

First a thorough review of the existing literature is utilized to create a uniform 

understanding of the key concepts that were identified towards the beginning of this thesis. 

For the empirical part of this thesis we utilized action research as the main approach. 

Grounded theory is used to further categorize and evaluate the data collected from the 

empirical research. The understanding formed by reading the existing literature is then 

further utilized to support the conclusions made towards the end as well.  
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Table 2 summarizes the link literature review and empirical study share with each of the 

research questions.  

 
Table 2. Structure of the thesis 

Research 

Question 

Literature Review (LR) Empirical Study 

RQ1 LR is used to create a deeper 

understanding of the key 

concepts of the thesis in 

order to facilitate the 

empirical research. 

Furthermore, LR is also used 

to understand the challenges 

that companies face in agile 

development projects.  

During the empirical study we 

conducted interviews of a selected 

set of employees at the case 

company. This helped us in gaining 

insight of the current state of 

small-scale agile development 

projects at the case company.  

RQ2 LR is used to identify good 

practices and support the 

reasoning behind the 

suggestions put forward by 

this thesis.  

The results of the empirical study are 

used to suggest good practices that 

can eliminate the identified 

challenges.  
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2 Research Methods 

This section describes how the research was carried out and the methods that were used for                
data collection and analysis.  

2.1 Overview of the research approach and methods  

The thesis aims at identifying the current challenges of small-scale agile development            

projects at the case company and propose practices that can be used to eliminate or               

reduce these challenges and maximize customer satisfaction. Keeping the purpose of           

this thesis in mind it was decided to choose Action research as the main research               

approach. Action research is cyclical in nature when it comes to linking literature with              

practical situations and aims at solving a problem based on present scientific research             

or relevant theories. (Baskerville and Wood-Harper, 1996).  

An important component of such projects are the humans that are involved throughout             

the project under various roles. Action research has grown its influence in the             

information systems domain during the 1990s (Baskerville, 1999). This is because           

human interaction with information technologies cannot be ignored when studying          

information systems and action research aimed at understanding complex human          

processes (Baskerville, 1999). According to Hult and Lennung (1980), action research           

helps the researcher to understand the current situation and solve practical problems            

based on scientific knowledge.  

According to Baskerville (1999), the ideal situation to utilize action research needs to             

have the following three characteristics: 

1. The goals of the researcher and the organization under study (known as the             

case company in this research) must be aligned. Also the research must be             

actively involved in the organization.  
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2. The results of the research should have the capability to be applied immediately             

in the organization  

3. The research should link theory or literature with the practices with the            

organization.  

The above mentioned characteristics are all present in the context of this thesis. Firstly,              

the researcher has been employed at the case company for more than a year and has                

participated in small-scale agile development projects under the role of ‘Junior           

Technical Consultant’. Secondly, the results of this thesis were presented in the form             

of concrete steps or actions that can be immediately applied in the case company.              

Thirdly, the overall research process used was iterative in nature and consistently links             

literature with practice. Figure 1 gives an overview of the three phases of action              

research used in this thesis. 

 

Figure 1. Overview of action research phases used in this thesis. 

Susman and Evered (1978) identified five cyclical phases of action research namely:            

diagnosing, action planning, action taking, evaluating and specifying learning. All          

these phases/activities are carried within the scope of a client-system infrastructure           

(Susman and Evered, 1978). Client-system infrastructure here refers to an agreement           

between the researcher and the host organization that defines the boundary of the             

research (Susman and Evered, 1978). Under the scope of this thesis we use a              

derivation of the cyclical phases specified by Susman and Evered (1978). The three             

main phases used in this research were: diagnosing, action planning and specifying            

learning. Figure 2 gives an overview of the overall research process used to conduct              

this thesis and also maps each activity with the corresponding action research phases. 
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Figure 2. Overview of the research process 

Diagnosing consisted of the identification of the primary problem or bottlenecks that            

were faced by the case company when it comes to small-scale agile development             

projects. Action planning phase corresponded with eliciting actions or practices that           

can be used to eliminate the problem. Specifying learning is an ongoing process that is               

used to discuss the findings of the research and elictate related future research             

prospects (Baskerville, 1999). After the action planning was concluded, the identified           

challenges were discussed with the company supervisor and the concrete good           

practices that can be used to mitigate these challenges were also discussed. This             

discussion was done with an aim to specify the learnings of the thesis with the case                

company supervisor and gain their insight as well. The results of the thesis were also               

shared with company employees looking for future research prospects. Furthermore,          

the case company started a new research thesis based on one of the good practices               

suggested by this thesis.  
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Figure 3 provides a detailed summary of the research process. The figure has been              

color coded in order to make the mapping of the research process to action research               

phases more visible.  

 

 

Figure 3. Detailed steps of the research process 

At the beginning, the exact scope of the research problem was not clear. Hence, we               

decided to follow a cyclical or iterative approach and conduct the literature review             

after the empirical research. During the diagnosing phase, it was important to first             

understand the current state of the small-scale agile development projects at the case             

company. We started by identifying the research problem and questions by having a             

discussion with the company supervisor. Using the research problem and questions as            

the basis we identified the main keywords. Individual semi-structured in-depth          

interviews were chosen for data collection. The identified keywords were utilized to            
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form the interview questions for data collection. Once the interview questions were            

formed and reviewed we conducted the interviews in order to gain a better             

understanding of the research problem and its scope. Furthermore, in order to            

categorize and analyze the collected data, the Grounded Theory Method (Glaser &            

Strauss, 1967) was applied as described by Martin & Turner (1986). The collected             

data was categorized in order to identify abstract concepts/categories regarding the           

research problem. The categorization of the collected data helped us in enhancing the             

current set of identified keywords and this finalized set was then later used to search               

for relevant literature.  

Under the action planning phase this thesis provided a concrete set of good practices              

that software as a service organizations can use in order to maximize customer             

satisfaction. The good practices suggested by this thesis are based on the results of the               

literature review and the empirical study (data collection and data analysis).  

A concrete step taken under the specifying learning phase of action research was to              

discuss the results of the empirical study with the company supervisor. Furthermore,            

the conclusions drawn from the thesis were also discussed with the company            

supervisor. Later on, based on one of the key challenges identified in this thesis the               

case company was able to start a new research thesis. Table 3 specifies the research               

methods used to answer each research question 
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 Table 3. Research methods used for each RQ 

Research Question Research Method 

What is the current state of small-scale 

agile development at the case company?  

● Semi-structured interviews within 

the case company  

● Qualitative data analysis using 

Grounded Theory  

What good practices can be used by the 

case company in small-scale agile 

development projects to maximize 

customer satisfaction? 

● Literature Review 

● Action planning used to suggest 

good practices based on qualitative 

data analysis and literature review  

● Specifying learning used to discuss 

the good practices and future 

prospects with the company 

supervisor.  

 
 

2.2 Literature Review 
 
The literature review of this thesis focused on the Research Question: What good practices 

can be used by the case company in small-scale agile development projects to maximize 

customer satisfaction?  

 

Through the literature review, this thesis tries to identify the best practices that are followed               

by small-scale agile projects in SaaS companies. In order to start the literature review, a set                

of relevant keywords was extracted from the research problem and questions. The literature             

review was conducted after the empirical study in order to gain clarity regarding the key               

concepts related to the research problem. Data collection and analysis done under the             

empirical study further helped in finalizing the keywords that encapsulated a more concise             
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meaning of the research problem. For this reason, the set of keywords were updated if, and                

when, needed based on the results of data analysis.  

 

These identified keywords were used to query various online databases such as Google             

Scholar, IEEE Xplorer, and Springer. Each query resulted in numerous sources and there             

was a need to filter the results according to their relevance to the main research problem. In                 

order to filter articles, the first step was based on the relevance of the article’s abstract with                 

the key concepts of the thesis. 

 

After the initial selection, the shortlisted articles were explored further by in-depth reading.             

Furthermore, snowballing was also used to find more relevant sources for the research             

problem. Literature Review was focused on finding answers to the following areas: 

 

● Understanding the basic concepts that were used to define the research problem  

● Standard practices that have been defined in Academic Research  

 

2.3 Empirical Study  

2.3.1 Case Description 
 
The case company offers supply chain solutions to various stores and retailers in the form 

of a software product and has over 700 employees with offices all across the world, 

including the United States and Finland. The company operates on a SaaS (Software as a 

Service) delivery model.  

 

Customers are moved into the continuous service phase after the project has been set up 

and the customer environment has been operating in a stable manner for a while. The 

Continuous service phase is further divided into three main areas in the case company: 

Service Delivery, Professional Services, and Customer Success. Service Delivery focuses 
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on the contractual requirements for SaaS customers such as regular version upgrades of the 

software and non-billable support. Professional Services encompasses all the billable 

services that the case company provides outside of the SaaS contract such as any new 

request made by the customer to modify the existing behavior of their environment in order 

to improve or introduce new capabilities. These requests are treated as small-scale agile 

development projects. Such projects shall take less than 10 working days to complete and 

are invoiced based on time spent on development and validations. However, within the 

context of the case company, they are called “Minor Development Projects”. Customer 

Success focuses on the general well-being of the existing customers and ensuring that the 

company does not lose its customer base.  

 

For the purpose of this thesis, we will be focusing on the small-scale agile development 

projects (or Minor Development Projects) and the impact of their delivery on customer 

satisfaction. The delivery of such projects has a direct correlation with the overall 

satisfaction of the customer towards the product. Employees belonging to the business and 

technical teams are involved throughout such projects in various capacities.  

 

Currently, the existing material within the company highlights the process of such 

small-scale projects on an abstract level. However, little or no knowledge can be found on 

the good practices that software developers should follow in order to achieve customer 

success. The goal of this thesis is to highlight good practices that should be followed by 

software developers throughout the minor development process in order to ensure 

maximum customer satisfaction.  
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2.3.2 Research Process 
 

Figure 4. explains the activities conducted as a part of the empirical study research process               

and also maps them to action research activities. 

 

Figure 4. Overview of the empirical research process 
 

As a part of the diagnosing phase we first identified the research problem and questions.               

Based on this we identified a set of keywords that define the scope of our research problem.                 

semi-structured interviews were used as the main data collection process in this thesis. The              

collected data was then analyzed and evaluated using grounded theory as described by             

Martin and Turner (1986) in their research Grounded Theory and Organizational           

Research.  
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Martin & Turner (1986) divided the grounded theory method into three main phases that              

can be applied during organizational research. These three main phases are namely: Note             

writing, Concept discovery and Concept definition (Martin and Turner, 1986). Note writing            

phase can be further be divided into two distinctive phases i.e. Note taking and Note               

writing. Note taking here refers to the activity of making concise and relatable notes while               

the interview is being conducted (Martin and Turner, 1986). Note writing is the process of               

writing detailed notes from the interview recordings no later than a day after the interview               

has been conducted (Martin and Turner, 1986). Concept discovery and Concept definition            

were used to analyze the collected data further along the thesis. Concept discovery is the               

process of grouping similar incidents from the raw data under abstract codes or categories.              

Concept definition involves extracting themes from the abstract categories based on the            

core attributes of each reported incident (Martin and Turner, 1986). Data collection activity             

of empirical research utilized the concepts of note taking and writing. Data analysis was              

done by utilizing concept discovery and concept definition. Under the data analysis phase             

we focused on identifying the key challenges that small-scale agile development projects            

faced at the case company.  

 

Once the data analysis was completed the results of the empirical study were then shared               

with the company supervisor in a meeting. The purpose of this was to understand which of                

the identified concepts from empirical study were of importance from the case company             

perspective. Furthermore, the results of the literature review were then used to suggest good              

practices to the challenges that were identified as a part of the data analysis. Towards the                

end these suggested good practices were again discussed with the company supervisor as a              

part of specifying learning.  
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2.3.3 Data Collection  
 

The main data collection method used in this thesis was semi-structured in-depth            

interviews. As per research, such interviews allow the researcher to understand the            

interviewees’ perspective in a deeper manner and to answer a wider range of questions              

(Dicicco and Crabtree, 2006), which further makes it a preferable data collection approach             

for this thesis. Figure 5 shows an overview of the data collection process 

 

 
Figure 5. Overview of data collection process 

 

An email, announcing the need to recruit interviewees for the thesis, was circulated among              

a few shortlisted employees from the business and technical teams that are involved in              
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small-scale agile development projects. Six employees were selected based on their           

willingness to participate in the research after the first circulation of the email.  

There was a fair representation of technical and business teams involved in small-scale             

agile development projects as one of the main goals of the thesis was to analyze the current                 

state of these projects at the case company. The roles of the interviewees within the case                

company are listed in Table 4. 
Table 4. Roles of interviewees at the case company 

Name Role 

Interviewee 1 Director, Technical Delivery 

Interviewee 2 Customer Success Manager 

Interviewee 3 Team Lead Customer Success Management 

Interviewee 4 Technical Delivery Manager 

Interviewee 5 Technical Consultant 

Interviewee 6 Technical Consultant 

 
 

Interview questions were carefully extracted and designed based on the main research            

question defined towards the beginning of the thesis and can be found in Appendix 1 of this                 

thesis. Furthermore, the interview questions were structured according to specific          

categories. The interview questions were slightly modified for each interviewee based on            

their role within the scope of small-scale development projects at the Case Company.  

 

All the interviews were conducted on-premise with the exception of one interview as the              

interviewee was from one of the country offices of the Case Company. All interviews were               

recorded, after taking permission from the interviewee, in order to enable us to write              

detailed notes of the interviews later on. The planned duration of the interview was 1 hour.                

However, in general, the interviews ranged from 40 minutes to a total of 60 minutes, based                

on how concisely the interviewee answered the questions. During the interview session,            

notes were taken in the form of keywords and key concepts that were discussed with the                
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interviewee. These notes were made with the purpose of making the process of Note              

writing easier (Martin & Turner, 1986) 

 

Later on, the interviews were transcripted from the recordings as soon as possible and no               

later than the day of the interview itself. The discussions from each interview were              

transcripted in a separate word document under anonymous names in order to hide the              

identity of the interviewee. The interview notes were written in a structural way that              

followed the format in which the interview questions were categorized (as shown in             

Appendix 1 ).  

2.3.4 Data Analysis  
 

The data analysis phase was mostly designed to answer the first research questions: What is               

the current state of small-scale agile development at the Case Company? However, we             

were also able to suggest good practices to the case company based on the suggestions that                

were brought forward by the interviewees. Figure 6 gives an overview of the data analysis               

process.  

 

 
Figure 6. Overview of data analysis process. 

 

In order to analyze and categorize the interview data, we utilized the core principles of               

grounded theory such as open coding and axial coding as defined by Muller M., (2014).               

Open coding can be defined as the description of a phenomenon, for example, the              
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description of the current situation at the workplace. Axial coding is used to group several               

open codes under a broader abstract concept (Muller, 2014).  

 

For the purpose of making the coding process structural, we utilized concept discovery and              

level of abstraction concepts provided by Martin and Turner (1986) in their paper             

Grounded Theory and Organizational Research. Concept discovery refers to the process of            

converting raw data into abstract concepts that relate to the phenomenon that is being              

studied. The idea is to create abstract concepts or labels and group relevant sets of data                

under them (Martin and Turner, 1986). The level of abstraction provides a structural             

approach towards creating these concepts (Martin and Turner, 1986) . The main aim is to               

create a concept abstract enough so that each identified open code does not end up with its                 

own unique concept. The other criteria is to make sure that the concept is explicitly related                

to the phenomenon under study (Martin and Turner, 1986).   

 

The raw data from the semi-structured interviews were first collected in a spreadsheet             

where it was divided into open codes that were explicitly referred to in the interview               

questions such as the current situation and bottlenecks (see Appendix 1). Open coding was              

done in an excel document with each excel sheet dedicated to one open code. Creating open                

codes helped in identifying relevant concepts during the axial coding process. Key sets of              

challenges were identified and grouped under abstract concepts as a part of axial coding.              

Axial coding was done using an excel document. Each sheet of the excel document was               

dedicated to one unique abstract concept. During the axial coding process we also further              

analyzed the relationship between the key challenges that were identified. Based on this             

analysis the challenges were further grouped according to the impact they had on customer              

satisfaction.,  
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3. Literature Review  
The main aim of this section is to understand the relationship between small-scale agile              
development, Software as a Service organizations (Saas) and customer satisfaction. In           
order to better understand the relationship between small-scale agile development in SaaS            
organizations and customer satisfaction, it is important to first understand these concepts            
in isolation. The section is structured in a way to first give a definition of Software as a                  
Service (SaaS) organization and how small-scale agile development is generally          
implemented in such organizations. This is followed by a brief overview of customer             
satisfaction and its importance in SaaS organizations. Lastly, this section analyzes the            
impact small-scale agile development projects have on customer satisfaction from the           
perspective of a SaaS company. Based on this knowledge the section will list a few good                
practices that can be used during a small-scale agile development project in order to              
maximize customer satisfaction. Later on this knowledge will be used to answer the second              
research question i.e. help create a set of good practices that maximize customer             
satisfaction and can be used in the case company.  

3.1 Software as a Service Model  
 
Software as a Service (SaaS) is a model where the software product, service or application               

is hosted on a cloud network. Users can access the SaaS product, with an annual usage fee,                 

via a network such as the Internet (Seethamraju, 2017). There are currently various SaaS              

products present in the software industry such as enterprise resource planning (ERP) and             

customer relationship management (CRM). The annual fee associated with the usage of            

SaaS products is determined by various factors such as total number of users and the               

functionality being used by the customer (Loukis et al., 2019).  

3.1.1 Service level agreements in SaaS  

 

Service level agreement (SLA) is a contract between the customer and the SaaS provider              

that defines the functional and non-functional services that the customer is eligible for (Gao              

et al., 2013). Design is of utmost importance in most products and SaaS is not an exception.                 

Aleem et. al (2018), in their research identified five key design factors that should be               
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incorporated in a SaaS product in order to ensure a well-designed product. In this thesis we                

will be discussing one of them in detail namely, Quality of Service (QoS) differentiation. 

 

Customers, or users, of SaaS products have a strong demand for quality (Gao et al., 2013)                

and this creates a complexity in system design known as Quality of Service differentiation              

(Krebs et al., 2012). Different users or customers might have varying quality demands and              

willingness to pay for the product. This difference of customer demands eventually leads             

the SaaS organizations to offer different service classes from which the customers can             

choose according to their requirement and willingness (Aleem et al., 2018). Service classes             

can be easily explained with an example of Netflix. Netflix offers various packages with              

varying costs and users can select the package that suits them the most. These various               

packages are different service classes that Netflix offers to its users. Customers of a SaaS               

product or service belong to different service classes which implies they receive different             

levels of services and this is known as Quality of Service differentiation (Krebs et al.,               

2012). 

 

The quality of service (QoS) provided to each customer is defined by the service level               

agreement (SLA) that SaaS organizations negotiate with the customers (Aleem et al., 2018).             

Each customer has different needs hence a different service level agreement which implies             

that the quality of service for every customer will be different as well (Aleem et al., 2018).                 

The quality of service depends on the service class that the customer chooses (Aleem et al.,                

2018).  
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3.1.2 Customer success, satisfaction & loyalty in SaaS  

There are a few concepts that come under the umbrella of customer success such as 

customer satisfaction and customer loyalty. Customer satisfaction and loyalty are a result of 

the value that the customer feels they are receiving from the use of a product or service. 

Figure 7 summarizes the relationship between customer success, customer satisfaction and 

customer loyalty from the perspective of a SaaS company.  

 

 
Figure 7. Relationship between customer success, customer satisfaction and customer loyalty 
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In this era, customers try to look for products that provide them value (Grönroos, 2007) . 

Customer value can be understood as the difference between what the customer gains from 

the product or service and the sacrifices the customer has to make in order to use the 

product (Kauppinen et. al, 2009).  Customer gains refers to the quality of the product and 

the benefits the customer receives by using the product (Normann et. al, 1993). The 

sacrifices that customers have to make can be the monetary cost of buying the service and 

maintaining cooperation with the service provider i.e. the company (Normann et. al, 1993).  

 

Once the customer feels that the use of a product or service is providing them value it 

results in customer satisfaction. Oliver (2010) in his book defined customer satisfaction as a 

customer's perception of whether a product or service meets the customer’s needs or not. 

This can result either from the reduction of customer’s already existing problems or by 

providing some additional unexpected benefits (Oliver, 2010).  Customer satisfaction seems 

to have a direct relationship with customer loyalty, positive word of mouth and competitive 

position for the service provider or the company (Bearden et. al, 1983). Customer loyalty, 

in SaaS, can be seen as the intention of the customer to repurchase the product or service 

(Fornell, 1992) as SaaS is subscription based model (Seethamraju, 2017). Customer loyalty 

ensures recurring revenue for SaaS business (Mehta et al., 2016).  Word of mouth refers to 

the conversation regarding the evaluation of a product between an existing customer and 

potential customers (Anderson, 1998).  

 

At its very heart customer success can be seen as the practice of focusing on the experience 

of  a customer with the product or service being offered to them in order to maximize 

customer retention. Achieving customer success requires having a constant relationship 

with the customer in order to inquire about their needs and adapt the product or service as 

per the evolving customer needs (Mehta et. al, 2016).  Achieving customer success in a 

SaaS organization ensures customer retention which is important for the overall revenue in 

SaaS. Furthermore, word of mouth plays an important part here as well as it brings 

second-order revenue for a SaaS company (Mehta et. al, 2016). Mehta et. al (2016) defines 
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second-order revenue as the revenue that comes from gaining a new customer based on an 

existing customer’s reference or positive review.  

3.2 Small-scale agile development  
 

Software industry has now moved towards agile software development due to its ability to              

deliver good quality software to the customer quickly. The 4 core values of agile as listed in                 

the agile manifesto (Fowler and Highsmith, 2001) are:  

● Value individuals and interactions over processes 

● Value working software over documentation 

● Value customer collaboration over contract negotiation 

● Adapt to change over following a plan  
  

Figure 8 summarizes the core values of agile development as defined by Fowler and              

Highsmith (2001) 

 

 
Figure 8. Four core values of agile development 
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Apart from just quick delivery, agile development methods also ensure customer           

satisfaction by incorporating rapid customer feedback in the development process (Zhang           

and Dorn, 2011). Furthermore, agile methodologies cater to changing needs of the            

customer and believe in delivering value to the customer (Nerur and Balijepally, 2007).             

The primary reasons behind the emergence of agile software development was to address             

the changing customer requirements and business environments along with evolving          

technology trends (Drury-grogan et. al, 2017).  

 

Agile methodologies are theoretically built for small, self-organizing teams (Lee and Yong,            

2013). Software projects can generally be categorized as small, medium or large.            

According to Lee and Yong (2013), factors that can be used to categorize a project as small                 

can be: the duration of a project, number of team members involved, the scope of the                

project and the technical impact of the project. Small projects usually last less than six               

months, have ten or fewer team members along with a concisely defined scope (Lee and               

Yong, 2013).  

 

A key feature that SaaS organizations provide to their customers is continuous            

improvement of the product i.e. introducing new value-adding features to the product in             

order to create more business value for the customer (Nerur and Balijepally, 2007). One              

key benefit associated with use of a SaaS model is known as: Operational benefits. By               

using a common infrastructure when providing the product to multiple clients,           

organizations reduce the overall operational cost and also increase the quality of customer             

support (Loukis et al., 2019). Software organizations are widely moving towards the SaaS             

model as it differs from the ‘traditional’ on-premise model and allows them to cater the               

needs of multiple users by using a service that is hosted on a single location (Loukis et al.,                  

2019). It enables the organization to share their current service across multiple customers             

(Benlian and Hess, 2011).  
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3.4 Challenges and good practices of agile development 

3.4.1 Geographically distributed team challenges in agile development 

 

Fitriani et. al (2016) did a systematic literature review to identify the most frequent              

challenges associated with agile software development. They identified a list of 30            

challenges after reviewing 20 studies. The challenges that were encountered the most in             

literature, an approximate occurrence frequency of 45%, were Team management and           

Distributed team. One of the core principles of agile development prioritizes individuals            

and interactions over processes (Fowler and Highsmith, 2001). This prioritization can           

sometimes lead to difficulties in team management (Fitriani et. al, 2016). Team            

management refers to coordination within the team and requires special attention to ensure             

successful software development (Fitriani et. al, 2016).  

Team management can become more challenging if the team is distributed globally. This is              

known as “geographically distributed agile development” or GDAD (Ibrahim et. al, 2016).            

GDAD refers to a situation in which team members of an agile software development team               

are working together to accomplish a project from separate geographic locations. The team             

members can be distributed within the same country or can be globally around the world               

across different time-zones or countries  (Ibrahim et. al, 2016).  

 

GDAD team design offers the opportunity to hire talented developers from across the world              

and reduce the production cost (Ibrahim et. al, 2016). GDAD, however, also poses             

challenges for agile development and the biggest of these challenges is poor            

communication (Herbsleb and Moitra, 2001). Poor communication refers to the challenge           

of delivering incomplete, inaccurate or inadequate information within the team (Herbsleb           

and Moitra, 2001).  
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Communication is important in a software project because of two reasons. Firstly, to make              

sure that the team understands the customer’s requirement clearly. Secondly, to determine            

the responsibilities within the team and to make sure that project status is being updated               

correctly (Herbsleb and Moitra, 2001). Table 5 summarizes communication challenges that           

arise among geographically distributed teams.  

 
Table 5. Communication challenges in GDAD teams 

Challenge Description 

Distance 

differences 

This  refers to the difference in time-zone and the physical distance 

between team members. Due to these differences it can be difficult 

to arrange team meetings and can be costly to arrange face-to-face 

meetings. This eventually leads to a reduced amount of trust 

between the GDAD team members. 

Human 

factors 

This refers to the differences in culture and language across the 

GDAD team members according to their location or country. These 

differences can lead to a number of challenges such as 

misunderstanding due to language differences, lack of mutual 

understanding and poor coordination due to different holidays  in 

different locations. 

 

Distance differences occur in two different forms such as the physical difference between             

the team members and the time-zone differences (Ibrahim et. al., 2016). Due to the              

difference in time-zones it can be difficult to arrange team meetings within the standard              

local working hours of all the time-zones involved. Due to the physical distance between              

the team members it can be costly to arrange face-to-face meetings for the GDAD team.               

Team members often have ad hoc communication in scenarios where they need to discuss              

an aspect of the project and clarify the details. This can be difficult to manage in GDAD                 

teams due to distance differences and causes significant delays (Sindhgatta et. al., 2011).             

These delays in communication can make team members frustrated due to feeling of             
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“missing out” on information and also lose track of work (Holmström et. al, 2006). Less               

face-to-face meetings also reduce the chance to hold informal gatherings between the team             

which leads to a reduced amount of trust between the GDAD team (Holmström et. al,               

2006). Furthermore, this can minimize the overall efficiency and effectiveness of team            

communication (Ibrahim et. al., 2016).  

 

Human factors refers to the fact that a GDAD team comprises team members from different               

cultures and languages. This means that the norms, values, language and style of             

communication of each team member will be different according to their location or             

country (Ibrahim et. al., 2016). The level of trust expressed by each team member is               

dependent on the culture of the location they are coming from (A. Boden et. al, 2007).                

These differences can lead to a number of challenges such as misunderstanding due to              

language differences, lack of mutual understanding (Holmström et. al, 2006) and poor            

coordination due to different holidays in different locations (P.L. Bannerman et. al, 2012).             

Furthermore, some team members might be more silent in comparison to others based on              

their cultural differences and this can lead to ineffective coordination over video conference             

meetings (A. Boden et. al, 2007). Figure 9 summarizes the challenges that arise due to               

distance differences and human factors.  
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Figure 9. Challenges resulting from distance differences 

 

Figure 10 summarizes good practices that can be used to reduce the impact of distance               

differences and make communication more effective.  

 
Figure 10. Good practices to resolve distance differences 
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In order to ensure visibility of a GDAD project it is necessary that process and product                

information is stored in a knowledge base that is easily accessible to all team members               

(Layman et al., 2006). Layman et al. (2010) recommended for GDAD teams to use              

globally-available project management tools to record and monitor the current status of the             

project. This practice provides visibility to the development team as well as the customer              

(Layman et al., 2006). 

 

To compensate for distance differences it is important to establish communication mediums            

such as synchronous communication and asynchronous communication (Green et al.,          

2010). Synchronous communication mediums refers to video conferencing and         

teleconferencing or instant messaging (Green et al., 2010). Asynchronous communication          

mediums refer to emails and documentation (Green et al., 2010). Green et al. (2010)              

highlighted that most successful GDAD teams have rich synchronous communication          

mediums especially at the beginning of the project. Synchronous communication resolves           

the issue of delayed ad hoc communication in GDAD teams (Sindhgatta et al., 2011) and               

also allows the team members to read each other's body language (Dorairaj et al., 2011).               

However, in some cases establishing synchronous communication can be costly and in            

these cases the team should then utilize asynchronous mediums in a more efficient manner              

(Layman et al., 2006).  

 

Furthermore, during the project it is important to hold demonstration meetings to give the              

team an overview of the current state of the project (Green et. al., 2010). This practice                

helps in aligning the vision of the team (Green et. al., 2010). Dorairaj et al. (2011) also                 

recommended that the GDAD team should have formal meetings such as weekly meetings             

and daily stand-up meetings. These meetings make it easier for the team members to              

respond to change and gain a mutual understanding of the project (Dorairaj et al., 2011).  
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Sindghatta et.al. (2011) recommended that GDAD teams should not be distributed in more             

than two different time-zones. Ideally, there should be a 2-3 hour overlap of working hours               

between the team members (Dorairaj et al., 2011). Furthermore, the GDAD team’s work             

environment should be flexible as team members might need to communicate with each             

other outside of working hours due to time-zone differences (Sindhgatta et al., 2011).             

Figure 11 summarizes the good practices that can be used to reduce the impact of human                

factors and increase trust among team members.  

 

 
Figure 11. Good practices to resolve human factors 

 

In a GDAD team environment it can be difficult to build a good relationship between the                

team members due to distance differences and sociocultural differences. Dorairaj et al.            

(2011) pointed out that GDAD team members work more effectively together once trust             

has been established between them. For this reason, Holmström et al, (2006) suggested to              

implement pair programming in a GDAD team in order to create a collective ownership of               

the project. In practice this means that two developers work together on the design of the                

same software (Begel et al., 2008). One of the two developers is known as the driver and is                  

responsible for actively writing the code or recording the design of the software (Begel et               
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al., 2008). The second developer is known as the navigator and is responsible for actively               

going through the work done by the driver in order to identify defects (Begel et al., 2008).  

 

A few benefits of pair programming that Holmström et. al, (2006) deduced from their              

research are high code quality and fresh viewpoint while testing. Begel et al. (2008) also               

identified in their research that pair programming resulted in less number of software.             

Hulkko and Abrahamsson (2005) also reported that pair programming helps in finding            

defects in the code. Another important benefit of pair programming is that it helps the               

developers in creating a common understanding of the software product that they are             

developing and its code (Begel et al., 2008). Hulkko and Abrahamsson (2005) concluded             

from their research that pair programming helps in gaining understanding of the project for              

both the developers especially at the beginning. Lui and Chan (2006) highlighted in their              

research that pair programmers work efficiently when they are faced with “challenging            

programming problems” instead of straightforward problems. Challenging programming        

problems here refer to problems that require sophisticated and non-straight-forward          

algorithms to solve (Lui and Chan, 2006).  

 

Another factor that contributes towards trust building in the GDAD team is informal             

conversations such as casual chat between team members via video conferencing or            

teleconferencing.. Dorairaj et al. (2011) pointed out that it is important for the GDAD team               

to encourage informal conversations between the team members in order to build a strong              

relationship. Informal conversations also increases knowledge transfer between the team          

members (Dorairaj et al., 2011). Furthermore, using a globally-available tool to monitor            

project progress distributed team members can easily participate in the whole process            

(Layman et. al., 2006). This eventually leads to a feeling of working together for the team                

members and generates trust between them (Holmström et. al, 2006).  

 

In order to resolve the language barriers Layman et al. (2006) suggested to appoint a role                

within the team who works with all team members and can preferably speak all the               

involved languages. Dorairaj et al., (2011) recommended to ensure that team members            
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speak slowly and clearly so that everyone can understand them. In order to effectively              

communicate in a meeting it is also recommended to share the meeting’s agenda with the               

GDAD team beforehand (Dorairaj et al., 2011). And when possible the online meetings             

should also be recorded so that people who are unable to attend a meeting can later on                 

listen to the recording (Dorairaj et al., 2011). Table 6 summarizes a few good practices               

that can be used to minimize the negative impact of communication challenges.   
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Table 6.  Good practice to minimize communication challenges 

Good practices to minimize communication challenges Literature Reference 

Encourage  the use of globally-available project 

management tools 

Layman et al. (2010) 

Encourage the use of synchronous communication mediums 

such as teleconferencing and video conferencing tools. 

Green et al., (2010), 
Sindhgatta et al., (2011), 
Dorairaj et al., (2011) 

Encourage/arrange frequent team meetings  Green et al., (2010), 
Dorairaj et al., (2011) 

Encourage having a project team that is divided into no more 

than 2 different time-zones. 

Sindhgatta et al., (2011), 
Dorairaj et al., (2011) 

Encourage pair programming in order to create collective 

ownership and understanding of the project 

Holmström et al, (2006), 
Begel et al. (2008), 
Hulkko and Abrahamsson 
(2005), Lui and Chan 
(2006)  

Encourage and establish informal conversations by arranging 

online meetings 

Dorairaj et al., (2011), 
Layman et al. 
(2010),Holmström et al, 
(2006) 

Encourage speaking slowly so that everyone can understand 

each other during a team meeting.  

Dorairaj et al., (2011)  

Encourage sharing the agenda of the meeting beforehand  Dorairaj et al., (2011) 

Record online meetings so that absent team members can stay 

up-to-date on the progress of the project. 

 Dorairaj et al., (2011) 
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3.4.2 Documentation challenges in agile development 

 

The agile manifesto clearly states the importance of a working software over 

comprehensive documentation (Fowler and Highsmith, 2001). Customer is the main source 

of requirements in agile development and project success is directly tied to customer 

involvement (Inayat  et al., 2015). Agile methods heavily rely on frequent collaboration 

with the customer in the form face-to-face communication or onsite available customer 

instead of comprehensive documentation (Inayat  et al., 2015).  

 

Customers are an integral part of agile development and need to be involved in the whole 

development process  (Ibrahim et. al., 2016). It is important that no project information is 

hidden from the customer (M. Korkala et. al, 2010). Agile methods rely on the 

development team discussing the project requirements/specifications with the customer 

back and forth throughout the project (Ramesh et al., 2010). This is also known as customer 

communication (Ibrahim et. al., 2016). However, customers might not always be available 

or willing to answer questions for the development team. Two main factors that impact the 

quality of customer communication are customer availability and the quality of the 

relationship between the two parties (Cao and Ramesh, 2008). Table 7 gives a summary of 

the challenges that arise due to minimal documentation. 
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 Table 7. Minimal documentation challenges in agile development 

Challenge Description 

Misunderstood 

customer requirements 

It can get difficult to communicate with the customer due 

to factors such as customer unavailability and physical 

distance or time-zone difference between the customer & 

the agile development team. This lack of communication 

with the customer can result in low quality documentation 

of customer’s requirements.  

Poor relationship 

between the customer & 

the agile development 

team 

Creating trust between the customer and the agile 

development team can be difficult due to the physical 

distance between the two parties. Also, customers might 

not be comfortable working with the agile way of 

documentation & might not share relevant information 

with the agile development team. Hence, the development 

team might not be able to understand the customer's 

requirements due to their poor relationship.  

Poor communication 

within the agile 

development team 

The agile way of minimal documentation might not 

always cover all the aspects of the project especially 

related to the customer’s domain. Hence, it can get 

difficult to convey information regarding the project to 

new team members of an agile development team.  

 
 

Cao and Ramesh (2008) pointed out in their research that it can be difficult to achieve 

on-site customer representation in most projects. Pichler et. al. (2006), also pointed out in 

their empirical research that continuous customer availability is a challenge for agile 

projects. Discussing the project scope and requirements with the customer that are in a 

different time-zone or geographical location can be very cumbersome (Ibrahim et. al., 

2016).  It can be difficult to arrange face-to-face meetings if the development team and the 
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customer are on different geographic locations or in different timezones. In such cases 

having minimal documentation can be inefficient  (Inayat  et al., 2015) and  there is always 

a risk that the requirements are not correct or are inadequately developed (Cao and 

Ramesh, 2008).  Furthermore, this can also lead to the developers misunderstanding the 

customer’s requirements. In such scenarios the developers might take critical decisions 

regarding the project based on their past experience or make an educated guess about the 

customer’s need (M. Korkala et. al, 2010).  

 

The relationship between the customer and the development team is another factor that 

influences the quality of customer communication.  It can be difficult to establish trust 

between the customer and the development team especially towards the early phases of the 

project (Cao and Ramesh, 2008). Establishing trust between the customer and the 

development team becomes more difficult in a geographically distributed agile 

development team due to lack of face-to-face communication (L. Layman et. al, 2006). 

Furthermore, customers don’t always have a proper understanding of the agile processes 

(Cao and Ramesh, 2008). Some customers are used to the traditional documentation style 

and might not be comfortable using the agile way of minimal documentation. In such cases 

it can be difficult to get relevant information from the customer (Cao and Ramesh, 2008) 

and this again leads to the developers making design decisions based on their own 

understanding of the customer’s requirement (M. Korkala et. al, 2010). Hence, minimal 

documentation is one of the most vital challenges that agile development teams face (Inayat 

et al., 2015)  

 

Another challenge related to minimal documentation is that of conveying requirement 

changes to novice developers or new members of the development team (Selic, 2009). It 

might not be possible to accommodate all team members in a meeting with the customer 

due to various reasons such as less space in the office or geographically distributed team 

members. In such cases, relying on minimal documentation can be insufficient to relay 

information within the development team. It can lead to a lack of understanding of the 
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requirements for novice developers (Inayat  et al., 2015). Table 8 summarizes a few good 

practices that can be used to create concise documentation of customer requirements. 

 
Table 8.Good practices to resolve documentation challenges in agile development 

Good practices to resolve documentation challenges Literature Reference 

Encourage the creation of concise user stories in place of 

heavy-weight documentation. This will help in creating a 

shared understanding of the requirements. 

Cao and Ramesh 

(2008), (Cohn, 2004), 

Inayat  et al. (2015), 

Ramesh et. al. (2010),  

Encourage the customer to define the priority of the user 

stories. This will help in avoiding misunderstandings 

regarding the prioritization. 

Inayat  et al. (2015) 

Ensure 100% visibility for the customer and the team by 

making project documentation accessible to everyone. 

Layman et. al (2010) 

Encourage the use of a standard template for defining user 

stories. The template itself does not matter as long as the 

whole team is using the same one. This will make it easier 

for new members to understand the requirements. 

Wake (2003), 

Lucassen et. al. 

(2016) 

Encourage direct interaction between the customer and the 

development team. 

Cao and Ramesh 

(2008), Ramesh et. al. 

(2010),  

 
 

Problems arising from minimal documentation can be resolved to some extent by using 

concise user stories for documentation. Most agile development teams tend to create 

concise user stories as a way to define high-level customer requirements instead of creating 

heavy-weight documentation (Cao and Ramesh, 2008). The primary goal of creating user 
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stories is to define customer requirements in an understandable manner by using the 

template  

“As a (type of user), I want (goal), so that (benefit or why is the change needed)” (Cohn, 

2004).  

User stories require input from the customers in order to clearly define their requirements 

(Lucassen et. al., 2016). Customers are needed to specify the goal and the benefit behind 

implementing a requirement. The why part of a user story helps in removing ambiguities 

related to the requirements. The requirements are then refined in each iteration and the 

customer is responsible for prioritizing the requirements of the project (Inayat  et al., 2015). 

This process of back and forth communication between the customer and the development 

team helps in creating a shared understanding of the customer’s expectation (Lucassen et. 

al., 2016) . Furthermore, having a common understanding of the customer’s requirements 

eventually results in less number of defects or post-development changes requested by the 

customer (Ramesh et. al., 2010). The primary reason being that the developers are able to 

identify the needs of the customer and this enables them to create the right software 

(Lucassen et. al., 2016).  

 

Lucassen et. al. (2016), pointed out that practitioners of user stories reported an increase in 

the quality of their work and overall productivity. Layman et. al (2010) suggested that all 

the project documentation should be accessible to both the customer and the development 

team. In order to maintain visibility throughout the project each user story should indicate 

the effort required to implement it and the current status of the story (Layman et. al., 2010).  

 

Implementing a standard structure or template for defining user stories within the 

development team can also be beneficial. The benefit of having a template is that it 

eventually improves the overall productivity of the team and the quality of the user stories 

(Lucassen et. al., 2016). Lucassen et. al. (2016) highlighted the fact that the template itself 

does not matter as long as the whole team is using the same template. The usage of a 

common template ensures that the whole team is working in the same format and has a 

common understanding of the template. Even though the template itself does not matter, it 
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is important to put in place a quality criteria for the user stories. One such quality 

framework for user stories is known as INVEST (Wake, 2003) and is the most well-known 

framework (Lucassen et. al., 2016). INVEST is an acronym that stands for the qualities a 

user story should have: Independent, Negotiable, Valuable, Estimable, Small and Testable 

(Wake, 2003).  

 

Another framework found in the literature regarding the quality of user stories is: Quality 

User Story (QUS) framework (Lucassen et al., 2015). QUS framework divides the quality 

criteria of a user story into three concepts such as: Syntactic, Semantic and Pragmatic 

(Lucassen et al., 2015). These three concepts are further explained using a concrete list of 

characteristics. Table 9 provides a brief description of these concepts, the key 

characteristics that are a part of each concept and their description.  
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 Table 9. Description of quality user stories framework concepts 

Concept Key characteristics  Description 

Syntactic ● Atomic 
● Minimal 
● Well-formed 

Atomic: A user story should only discuss 
one feature.  
Minimal & Well-formed: A user story 
should define the type of user, what needs 
to be done and why is it needed.  Any 
further information should be stored as 
additional notes.  

Semantic ● Conflict-free 
● Problem-oriented 
● Unambiguous  

Conflict-free: A user story should not 
negate another user story within the same 
project.  
Problem-oriented: A user story should 
focus on the problem instead of the 
solution.  
Unambiguous: A user story should not 
be ambiguous internally and the 
relationship with other user stories should 
also be clear 

Pragmatic ● Explicit dependencies 
● Independent  
● Uniform  
● Unique  

Explicit dependencies: The link between 
user stories that are dependent upon each 
other should be clear.  
Independent: A user story should be 
schedulable and implementable in any 
order.  
Uniform: All user stories should follow 
the same format.  
Unique: A user story should be unique 
and should not be duplicate of another 
user story.  

 

 

One of the most important characteristics discussed by Lucassen et al. (2015) in their 

research is the atomicity of the user story. Atomicity refers to the concept that a user story 

should only discuss one feature at a time (Lucassen et al., 2015). Most importantly, a user 
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story should not negate another user story in the set. Furthermore, user stories should focus 

on the problem instead of the solution. Lucassen et al. (2015) further states that the link 

between user stories should be documented by using a traceability matrix. It is also 

important that a user story should be independent of other user stories i.e. it should be 

possible to implement a user story independently (Lucassen et al., 2015).  

 

Cao and Ramesh (2008) pointed out that the success rate of requirement specifications via 

user stories was highly dependent on the quality of interaction between the customer and 

the agile development team also known as customer communication (Ibrahim et. al., 2016). 

As per Cao and Ramesh (2008), in the majority of the projects they studied, the project 

managers were representing the customer. This implies that project managers usually act as 

a buffer between the customer and the development team. This approach has a negative 

impact on customer communication as it limits customer interaction which further increases 

the risks of misunderstood requirements (Ramesh et. al., 2010). Even though creating 

concise user stories solves the documentation challenge of agile development, the success 

of this approach is highly dependent on the user-developer interactions.  It is important to 

eliminate buffers between the customers and the developers while creating user stories 

(Ramesh et. al., 2010). 
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3.4.3 Software maintenance challenges in agile development 

 

Another core principle of agile development is adapting to change. Agile development 

focuses on the adaptability and responsiveness to change when developing a software 

product. Customer’s needs are changing constantly and accommodating new customer 

requirements is the key to customer satisfaction (Cao and Ramesh, 2008). There are two 

kinds of changes that are often needed in agile development projects as pointed out by Cao 

and Ramesh (2008):  

 

1. Add or drop features from the existing software  

2. Update an already implemented feature  

 

Agile methods advocate less documentation (Fowler and Highsmith, 2001) and the code is 

considered to be a documentation of the system behaviour itself.  However, with changing 

customer requirements and the addition of new features, the code base starts to become 

huge and complex. As per Cao and Ramesh (2008), the software architecture that the 

development team selects towards the beginning of the project becomes legacy or 

inadequate as new requirements emerge.  As the code base starts to get complex due to 

changing/new requirements it can get difficult to use it as a source of understanding system 

behaviour. This lack of comprehension of the system behavior can lead to a decrease in the 

teams productivity and can also eventually affect the product quality (Hanssen et al., 2009).  

One serious threat that complex code-base poses is that developers prefer not to touch it as                

it is hard to understand and requires a substantial effort (Selic, 2009 and Hanssen et al.,                

2009). Due to this developers sometimes prefer to create their own code instead of reusing               

an already existing code. This further adds to the complexity of the code base and creates a                 

vicious cycle (Hanssen et al., 2009). Furthermore, making small changes to a complex code              

base slows down the overall development process as developers need to modify code             

segments in one or more locations. This increases the risk of potential errors as the               

developers might overlook a code segment that needs to be modified (Hanssen et al.,              
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2009). Moreover, having a complex or legacy code base makes the learning curve of a new                

developer steeper as understanding the code base becomes difficult due to its overall             

complexity (Hanssen et al., 2009). This means that the more experienced developers will             

have to closely follow up the progress of new developers for a longer period of time. This                 

can cause a possible delay in their own tasks and can also slow down the overall process                 

itself. Figure 12 explains the challenges associated with a complex code base in a              

comprehensive manner.  

 

 

Figure 12. Challenges resulting from complex code base 

Majority agile methods define best practices for the development process from the            

beginning of the project till the release. Best practices regarding post-release maintenance            

are usually not defined in enough detail (Hanssen et al., 2009). One preferred post-release              
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maintenance activity is code refactoring. Code refactoring is an activity to modify and             

redevelop the existing code structure in order to make it more understandable and easy to               

change (Inayat et al., 2015). Refactoring is an ongoing activity in agile development. If              

refactoring is stopped or avoided during agile development the code base can become             

legacy (Ramesh et al., 2010) which can make adding new features later on in the project                

costly and cumbersome (Inayat et al., 2015). Table 10 summarizes a few good practices              

that can be used to create concise documentation of customer requirements. 

Table 10. Good practices to resolve software maintenance issues in agile development 

Good practices to resolve software maintenance 
challenges 

Literature Reference 

Encourage code refactoring on a regular basis.  Cao and Ramesh 

(2008)  

Encourage the developers to analyze risk factors before 

providing a work estimation 

Hanssen et al. (2009) 

Encourage pair programming to deepen the understanding of 

the code. 

(Deursen, 2001) 

 

Code refactoring might not always be the solution for managing inadequate architecture            

resulting from changing requirements. Refactoring of the code depends on several factors            

such as the experience of the developer and deadline of the project. It might not always be                 

possible to refactor the code due to a less experienced developer working on the project or                

due to a tight schedule to deliver the project (Cao and Ramesh, 2008). Furthermore,              

Ramesh et al. (2010) also pointed out that code refactoring is not always a viable solution if                 

the code implementation has become legacy. Refactoring legacy code implementation can           

be expensive when compared to rewriting the entire code again. Code refactoring adds a              

significant cost to the project and the project team might not always have the budget to                

accommodate it (Cao and Ramesh, 2008). However, if refactoring is stopped or avoided             
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during agile development the code base can become legacy (Ramesh et al., 2010) which              

can make adding new features later on in the project costly and cumbersome (Inayat et al.,                

2015).  

One good approach to get around the delays that complex code base introduces can be to                

conduct a thorough complexity analysis of the task at hand before providing work             

estimations (Hanssen et al., 2009). Planning the work iterations while keeping in mind the              

complexity of the task ensures that the development team is aware of the risks and will plan                 

accordingly. Hanssen et al. (2009), suggested the use of planning techniques such as             

planning poker when creating time estimations for tasks. Furthermore, pair programming is            

another technique that can be used to deepen the understanding of code for less experienced               

or new developers (Deursen, 2001). The pairs can be created by looking at the experience               

of the developers in the team in order to make sure that new or less experienced developers                 

are paired with new members. This will provide the new developers in the team with               

adequate support when working on a complex or legacy code base.  
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3.5 Summary of good practice in agile development 

 

Three main challenges that agile development projects face can be categorized as follows:  

 

1. Poor communication resulting due to a geographically distributed team  

2. Incomplete or poor documentation of customer requirements  

3. Software maintenance challenges 

 

Literature suggests a few good practices that can be implemented in agile development 

projects in order to minimize the impact of these commonly faced challenges. One of the 

good practices mentioned in the literature review is of pair programming. In pair 

programming two programmers or developers work together to design a software. One of 

the developers is known as the driver and the other is known as the navigator (Begel et al., 

2008). Both the developers work in collaboration to create the software product. However, 

the driver is responsible for writing the code and creating the designs. Whereas, the 

navigator is responsible for going through the work of the driver in order to identify defects 

or bugs (Begel et al., 2008). Figure 13 summarizes the impact of pair programming on the 

three challenges of agile development discussed in this thesis.  

 

 
Figure 13. Impacts of pair programming  
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According to Holmström et al, (2006) pair programming helps in creating a collective 

ownership of the software being developed. Working in pairs makes it easier for the team 

members to understand each other and helps in creating a level of trust between them 

(Dorairaj et al., 2011). Trust helps in minimizing the communication challenges that stem 

from the distance difference in a geographically distributed team (Holmström et al, 2006).  

 

In agile development code is considered as the basis to understand the system behaviour as 

agile supports less documentation (Fowler and Highsmith, 2001). Due to a lack of 

documentation new developers find it hard to understand the code behaviour especially 

when the code base is complex (Hanssen et al., 2009).  Hulkko and Abrahamsson (2005) 

concluded in their research that the code produced from pair programming has a higher 

ratio of code comments when compared to solo programming. Furthermore, Begel et al. 

(2008) discovered in their research that pair programming is good practice when the project 

team wants to onboard a new developer. It enables developers to learn new technologies 

faster and also provides an ability to learn from the developer they are working with (Begel 

et al., 2008). Hence, pair programming can also be used to make the learning process of a 

new developer easier and efficient. Pair programming also results in a better software 

architecture design as there is another pair of eyes looking over the design to provide a 

broader insight (Begel et al., 2008).  

 

In summary the benefits of impleming pair programming in agile development are 

manifold. As per the finding of literature review implementing pair programming in agile 

development projects caters to all the three challenges that are discussed in this thesis. 

Firstly, pair programming creates trust between the team members and eventually reduces 

the communication gap within the team (Holmström et al, 2006). Secondly, literature 

suggests that pair programming  results in a higher code comment ratio and is also a more 

efficient way for novice developers to understand system behavior (Hulkko and 

Abrahamsson, 2005) . Lastly, it makes it easier to onboard new or novice developers in the 

team (Begel et al., 2008) and helps in creating a common understanding of the code within 

the team (Holmström et al, 2006).  
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Another good practice discussed in this thesis is the creation of user stories in order to 

understand customer requirements. One core value of agile development is to focus on 

‘working software over documentation’ (Fowler and Highsmith, 2001). However, minimal 

documentation also results in some key challenges in agile development such as 

misunderstood customer requirements (Cao and Ramesh, 2008) and poor communication 

(Inayat  et al., 2015). Literature advocates to create user stories in agile development 

projects as a way to avoid heavy-weight documentation and yet have important customer 

requirements documented for future use  (Cao and Ramesh, 2008).  

 

This thesis focuses on the template created by Cohn (2004) for user stories:  

 

“As a (type of user), I want (goal), so that (benefit or why is the change needed)” (Cohn, 

2004).  

 

The above template simply defines who is the user or who is it for, what does the user 

expect from the system and why is it important for the user (Cohn, 2004). A user story tells 

the developers about the concrete requirements of the customer. The quality of the user 

stories is very important since developers use these stories to develop the product. There 

are a few frameworks in literature that aim to support developers in creating quality user 

stories. One such framework is known as INVEST (Wake, 2003) and is the most 

well-known framework (Lucassen et. al., 2016). INVEST is an acronym that stands for the 

qualities a user story should have: Independent, Negotiable, Valuable, Estimable, Small and 

Testable (Wake, 2003).  

 

Lucassen et. al. (2016) suggests that user stories should be defined in collaboration with the 

customer. It is the responsibility of the customer to define the goal of the user story and 

explain why a particular change is needed (Inayat  et al., 2015).  Hence, the customer 

should provide their input when the development team is creating user stories for the 

project (Lucassen et. al., 2016). Once an initial draft of the user stories has been completed 
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the development team should seek the customers input regarding them. Based on the 

customer’s feedback the user stories are refined in each iteration until all the customer 

requirements are clear for the development team (Inayat  et al., 2015).This constant 

interaction with the customer to understand their requirements  helps in creating a shared 

understanding for both the customer and the development team (Lucassen et. al., 2016). 

Eventually, having a shared understanding of the customer requirements results in a less 

number of defects and post-development changes requested by the customer (Ramesh et. 

al., 2010). 
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4. Empirical Study  

The main aim of this section is to describe the findings of the empirical study in a manner 
to answer the first research question. The section is structured in a way to first explain the 
current organizational structure, describe the process followed for small-scale agile 
development projects and describe the customer success targets of the case company. This 
is followed with a view of the current challenges faced during small-scale agile 
development projects and their impact on customer sastisfaction. In the end, the chapter 
details the suggested actions for the case company to take in order to maximize customer 
sastisfaction.  

4.1 Case company’s organizational structure 
 

The case company provides a supply chain management solution to its customers. The 

company mainly operates on a Software as a Service delivery (SaaS) model and has over 

700 employees. The details regarding the solution will be not presented in this thesis as 

they are a trade secret. For the purpose of this thesis it is important to get an overall 

understanding of a customer’s journey within the case company. Figure 14 shows an 

overview of the case company’s functions and teams that lie in the scope of this thesis. 

 

 
Figure 14. Functions and Teams at Case Company. 
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On an abstract level the company is divided into functions. There are two main functions 

within the company that are involved in the customer’s journey namely, Sales and 

Customer Operations. Each function is then further divided into various teams.  Table 11 

gives a brief overview of each of the involved teams and their high-level responsibilities.  

 
Table 11. Overview of teams and their responsibilities. 

Team Responsibility 

Sales/Pre-sales ● Getting new customers 

● Present initial solutions to potential customers 

● Negotiate the terms of the contract with the 

customer 

Customer Success 

Management 

● Maintain customer satisfaction and a good 

relationship with existing customers 

● Bill the customer for small-scale agile 

development and other billable projects as per 

the contract 

Technical Delivery Team ● Customize the solution to the customers' needs 

on the technical side and implement the 

technical integrations. 

Technical Services Team ● Provide technical support during  continuous 

service phase 

● Keep customer environments in good shape with 

reasonable efforts 

● Deliver good quality technical solutions to the 

customers in continuous service phases.  These 

technical solutions are dealt as small-scale agile 

projects in the case company.  
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Sales function is responsible for pitching the case company’s product to potential buyers 

and getting new customers. Sales function can be further divided into two teams Pre-Sales 

and Sales. Pre-sales is responsible for developing and presenting standard demos to the 

potential customers. Sales is responsible for negotiating and contracting with potential 

customers after the pre-sales team has shown them the product demos. Both these teams 

work closely together and can be considered as one team under the scope of this thesis.  

 

Customer operations function is responsible for the service of the software product that is 

custom built and deployed for each customer individually. The software product that is 

custom built for each customer is called a ‘customer environment’. Customer operations 

further has separate teams to cater to varying customers needs such as business and 

technical needs. The responsibility to look after the general well-being of the customer and 

their relationship with the company falls under the duties of Customer Success 

Management team. The members of this team are known as Customer Success Managers. 

The technical well-being of the customer environment, such as implementation of customer 

specific requirements and version upgrades,  is taken care of by the Technical Delivery 

team and Technical Services team, depending on which specific phase the customer is in at 

the case company.  

4.2 Customer journey phases at case company 
 

In order to understand the process and the need for small-scale agile development in the 

case company it is first important to understand the various phases the customer goes 

through within the case company. The overall journey can be divided into three main 

phases: 

 

1. Pre-sales/Sales phase 

2. Project Delivery phase 
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3. Continuous service phase  

 

 

 

Figure 15 gives an overview of the customer’s journey within the case company. 

 
Figure 15. Phases of customer’s journey. 

 

Figure 16 gives an overview of the teams that are involved during the different phases of 

the customer lifecycle. 

 

 
Figure 16. Phases of customer’s journey and involved teams. 
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An individual customer’s journey within the case company begins from the Pre-sales/Sales 

phase where the solution/product is pitched to potential customers and together with the 

customer the company tries to find a way to provide value. Once the customer is on board 

with the solution the Sales team negotiates the official terms of the contract with the 

customer (including the (Service Level Agreement) and signs the contract. After signing 

the contract, the customer now has a specified Account Manager within the company.  

 

Once the customer has been signed the Project Delivery phase begins. During this phase 

the customer is assigned a dedicated customer success manager from the Customer Success 

Management team. Customer success managers are responsible for the general well-being 

of the customer. The main purpose of this phase is to set up the customer environment and 

implement the solution for the customer as per their business requirements. This is done by 

the Technical Delivery team. It can also be called the implementation phase and also 

involves the initial support and testing of the customer environment. 

 

Towards the end of this phase, when a customer environment has been working in a stable 

manner for a while, the customer is moved to the Continuous Service phase and handed 

over to the Technical Services team. During the continuous service phase each customer 

has a dedicated technical and business team member looking after the individual needs of 

the customer and providing support based on the initially agreed SLAs. Technical services 

team, with the help of the customer success manager, provides consultancy and technical 

support to the customer as per the service-level agreements (SLAs). This thesis focuses on 

the Continuous Service phase of the customer’s journey within the case company. 

 

4.3 Continuous service phase in customer journey 

 

As a part of continuous service phase the case company provides three main services:  

 

1. Service Delivery,  
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2. Professional Services, and  

3. Customer Success.  

 

Service Delivery focuses on the contractual requirements for SaaS customers such as 

regular version upgrades of the software and non-billable support. Professional Services 

pertain to all the billable services that the company provides that are not a part of the SaaS 

contract such as implementing any change requests made by the customer. Customer 

Success focuses on the general well-being of the existing customers and ensuring that the 

company does not lose its customer base. An important part of customer success is to make 

sure that the solution provided by the company is maximizing value for the customer and to 

ensure outstanding customer satisfaction.  Figure 17 explains the three services provided as 

a part of continuous service in more detail.  

 

 
Figure 17. Services provided under continuous service phase . 

 

4.3.1 Small-scale development projects as a part of continuous service  
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As a part of  Professional Services the customer has the ability to request changes to the 

current product that they are using. Change requests made by the customer can be of 

technical or business nature. In order to scope this thesis it was decided to focus on 

technical change requests only.  

 

Technical change requests involve making changes to the backend structure of the product 

in order to extend the current behavior of the product or to create new functionality within 

the product to cater the customer’s changing needs. The need to have a technical change 

request can come directly from the customer or can also be initiated by the case company in 

order to maximize the customer’s value. These technical change requests are dealt as 

small-scale agile development projects within the case company and are known as minor 

development projects. The activities in such projects usually take less than 10 working days 

and the goal is to modify existing configuration to improve or introduce new capabilities 

within the customer environment. The end result of such projects has a considerable impact 

on the customer loyalty and customer satisfaction within the case company.  
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There are two main roles that are involved in such projects from the case company’s 

perspective namely, Customer Success Manager and Technical Consultant. Table 12 gives 

a brief overview of the responsibilities associated with each role.  

 
Table 12. Roles and responsibilities involved in small-scale agile projects at the case company 

Role Team Responsibility 

Customer 

Success 

Manager (CSM) 

Customer Success 

Management 

● Initiate, consult, plan and coordinate 

minor development work 

● Keep the customer happy and satisfied 

● Ensure a stable and well-functioning 

service with proactive support and 

transparent communication. 

● Take care of invoicing all billable tasks 

to the customer 

Technical 

Consultant (TC) 

Technical Services 

Team 

● Deliver a working software project to 

the customer as per the agreed 

requirements 

● Take care of all software engineering 

activities required for the completion 

of the project  

● Provide a time estimate to the 

customer and the Customer Success 

Manager 
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Figure 18 defines the detailed process that is followed in order to complete these 

small-scale agile development projects (a.k.a. minor development projects).  

 

 
Figure 18. Small scale agile development process. 

 

 

The first step is to identify the need behind the change request. During this phase the 

customer success manager (CSM) works closely with the customer to understand their 

business needs. After this the CSM creates a Jira ticket to document the customer 

requirements and communicate them to the Technical Consultant (TC). The TC then goes 

through the documentation and creates an initial software design based on the specified 

requirements. Based on this design, the TC provides a time estimate that is required to 

finish the project to the CSM. The CSM then communicates this estimate to the customer. 

Based on this estimate the customer is eventually billed according to the amount that is 

specified in each customer’s contract.  

 

Once the customer accepts the time estimate, the development of the project is started. The 

TC then implements the solution locally and performs the desired tests. The changes are 

then deployed in a test environment where the initial acceptance testing is performed by the 

CSM. The customer vigorously performs user testing on the test environment once the 

CSM has tested and approved the changes. As soon as the customer approves all the 

changes, the project is then deployed in the live customer environment (also called the 

production environment) and the project is completed. 
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4.3.2 Customer satisfaction as a part of continuous service 
 

An important part of the main research problem is to focus on the impact small-scale agile 

projects have on customer satisfaction. In this case company customer satisfaction comes 

under the umbrella of customer success.  For this reason, it is important to understand what 

customer success means in the case company and the customer success targets is the case 

company trying to achieve.  Case company has defined a few targets that help them in 

achieving customer success. Figure 19 gives an overview of the customer success targets at 

the case company. 

 

 

Figure 19. Customer success targets of case company 
 

From the perspective of case company customer success can be defined as the set of 

practices that aim at ensuring that the company does not lose customers and expands its 

business with customers. These practices also aim at making sure that customer 

referenceability is at its maximum while keeping the customer profitable as well. Customer 

referenceability means that the case company’s current customers are comfortable in 

sharing positive experiences about how the company’s product has helped their business 
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grow. Furthermore, an important aspect of customer success is to ensure outstanding 

customer satisfaction by maximizing customer’s business value  

4.4 Current state of small-scale agile development projects 

4.4.1 Challenges of small-scale agile development project  
 

This section is based on the interviews that were conducted as a part of the empirical study. 

The main aim is to answer the first research question by exploring the challenges of small 

scale agile projects at the case company and their impact on customer success. For this 

reason, in this section we summarize the common challenges faced by the case company 

employees during small-scale agile development projects. Both the involved roles, 

customer success manager and technical consultant, were given a fair representation in the 

interviews. The raw data gathered from the interviews will not be shared publicly as it 

contains confidential information regarding the case company.  

 

The raw data was first organized into three main categories namely challenges, impact on 

customer success and suggestions. After that the data was further filtered to identify five 

major challenges that the case company faces in small-scale agile development projects. 

These set of major challenges are further described in Table 13. 
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 Table 13. Challenges of small-scale projects at case company 

Challenge Description 

Legacy implementations A few customer environments still have legacy implementation. 

Legacy implementations can prolong the development process 

due to lack of knowledge regarding such implementations.  

Poor load balancing Technical consultants are not well-equipped to balance their 

work load. A TC is responsible for more than 1 customer. 

Working on simultaneous projects for different customers can 

lead to mistakes and unmet deadlines. 

Delayed project delivery TCs are sometimes not able to provide accurate work estimates 

for projects due to several reasons such as legacy 

implementation and lack of product and customer knowledge. 

Inaccurate time estimates can make projects exceed their 

deadlines which results in customer dissatisfaction.  

Poor communication Due to distance differences it is difficult to arrange face-to-face 

meetings within the project teams. Lack of face-to-face 

communication within the project team can create 

misunderstandings  

Undefined process There are no standard development guidelines defined for 

small-scale agile projects. It practically means that each TC 

works on projects as they see fit i.e. create documentation on 

their own format, comment the code as they see fit etc. Lack of 

standard guidelines for the development process, such as coding 

practices and documentation, can lead to problems.  
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One of the major issues identified from the empirical study was of legacy implementations. 

The product is constantly evolving in order to cater to the changing customer needs and 

technical trends. Due to this, there are quite a few legacy implementations present in some 

older customer environments such as data transfer over old protocols. Such legacy 

implementations are no longer applicable to the current product implementation and have 

become obsolete. In such cases doing a small change to the customer’s environment can 

take a lot of time due to lack of knowledge around these legacy implementations. The team 

members who have knowledge regarding such legacy implementations might not have the 

time to share their expertise or in some cases might have even left the company. 

 

Another problem identified during data analysis was poor load balancing at the part of 

technical consultants. A single technical consultant is responsible for more than one 

customer. Customer requests come in at an unpredictable rate during the continuous service 

phase which makes it difficult to predict the future workload of a technical consultant. 

Since TCs are responsible for multiple customers this means that they are at times working 

on multiple projects simultaneously as well.The chances of careless mistakes by the 

technical consultants are increased due to different ongoing projects at the same time. This 

issue of load balancing sometimes even leads to pushing forward some projects and 

disrupting the initial schedule for them.  

 

An important problem identified during data analysis was that technical consultants (TC) 

sometimes fail at providing a correct time estimate at the beginning of the project. There 

are several factors that contribute to this. Few of the important factors that were discussed 

in the interviews are:  

● It can be difficult to provide an accurate time estimate due to lack of 

customer-specific and product-specific knowledge especially for employees with 

less experience. 

● Some customer environments have outdated setups or legacy implementations. Lack 

of knowledge about customer-specific legacy implementations can result in 

inaccurate time estimates.  
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● Lastly, TCs often do not explicitly discuss the expected deadline with the customer 

success manager or the customer. This leads to misunderstood expectations about 

the deadline. 

 

Poor communication within the project team is another problem that was identified during 

data analysis. Case company has offices in around 10 counties. This practically means that 

the team working on the project is mostly distributed globally. Due to this internal 

communication is heavily done on company provided VoIP mediums. This makes the 

overall communication process inefficient and complicated. Furthermore, customer success 

managers behave as the main communication link between the customer and the TC. This 

lack of direct link between the TC and the customer further adds to the inefficiency of the 

communication and results in loss of meaning.  

 

Lastly, an interesting challenge that came forward during interviews was the lack of 

standard guidelines regarding the development process of small-scale agile development 

projects.  Recently, a well-thought process was released for change management (including 

small-scale agile projects) and is based on JIRA. However, the current JIRA process does 

not define a standard set of guidelines for design documentation, coding standards, and 

peer-review practices. There are no standard guidelines for documenting the changes done 

as a part of small-scale agile projects. This in practice means that the level of 

documentation done for each project is different and depends entirely on the team 

members. Technical consultants use different ways to comment and format the code which 

results in a poor documentation of the code. Furthermore, lack of standard peer-review 

guidelines can often result in the deployment of faulty changes to the customer 

environment. Lack of peer-review and proper testing can often result in the deployment of 

faulty changes to the customer environment. This can delay the delivery of the project if 

such risks were not accounted for in the initial time estimate. 
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4.4.2 Challenges of small-scale agile development project & customer 
satisfaction 

 

All the identified challenges are interlinked and have a negative impact on customer 

success within the case company. Both legacy implementations and load-balancing result 

in delayed delivery of small-scale agile projects. For this reason we decide to group both 

these challenges under delayed project delivery when evaluating the impact of these 

challenges on customer success. Figure 20  gives an overview of the factors that have a 

negative impact on customer success. 

 

 
Figure 20. Challenges impacting customer satisfaction at case company 

 

 

Delayed delivery of small-scale agile development projects seems to be the factor that 

impacts customer success the most. The main reason behind delayed project delivery, as 

uncovered in the interviews, is lack of customer and product-specific knowledge. The 

product is evolving with time in order to cater to the changing customer needs and technical 
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trends. In practical terms this means there are some old customer projects that have 

outdated integrations or legacy implementation in place. Examples of such implementations 

can be direct database integration and data transfer over older protocols. The 

documentation on such legacy implementations is hard to find. In some scenarios, the team 

members who implemented the project might have left the company. In such customer 

environments it can be hard for the TCs to estimate an accurate time for small-scale 

projects. Furthermore, it can be hard for the technical consultants to predict their workload 

due to poor load balancing within the case company. This in practice can mean that an 

ongoing project might get delayed due to some priority customer request that came up 

unexpectedly. This has a direct negative impact on customer satisfaction and profitability.  

 

Poor communication has a negative impact on customer success and there are several 

factors that contribute to poor communication. There is little or no face-to-face 

communication between the customer success manager and technical consultant as the 

project team is globally distributed. Communication over VoIP or other online mediums 

can often result in misunderstood requirements. Furthermore, in most cases customer 

success managers act as a communication link between the customer and the technical 

consultant. This further adds to the problem of misunderstood requirements.  Customer 

success managers might not be able to communicate the exact customer need to technical 

consultants. All of the above factors combined often result in technical consultants 

implementing solutions that do not provide any real value to the customer. One of the key 

customer success targets for the case company is delivering measurable value to the 

customer.  

 

The challenge of undefined process revolves around the absence of standard guidelines 

regarding design documentation, code documentation, and peer-review practices. Before 

starting a small-scale development project, TCs need to understand the code logic 

implemented within a customer environment. If the existing code logic for the customer 

environment is non-standard and poorly documented it can be time consuming for TC to 

proceed with the project. This in turn can also result in late deliveries of projects and 
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inaccurate time estimates.  Lack of peer-review results in deploying a faulty or inefficient 

solution on the customer’s environment. Issues that come up in a customer’s environment 

due to faulty deployment can result in monetary loss for the customer. In the longer run this 

can have a negative impact on the customer’s relationship with the company and their 

willingness to reference case company products to other businesses.  

 

Figure 21 maps the above challenges to the customer success targets of the case company.  

 

 
Figure 21. Mapping of challenges to customer satisfaction targets of case company 
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Table 14 summarizes the impact each identified challenge has on customer success within 

the case company.  

 
Table 14. Impact of identified challenges on customer satisfaction at case company 

Challenge Impact on customer satisfaction 

Delayed project 

delivery 

Inaccurate time estimates can lead to late delivery of projects 

which results in customer dissatisfaction. Legacy implementation 

and poor load balancing are underlying factors for late project 

deliveries. This results in customer dissatisfaction and lowers 

customer profitability.  

Poor communication Lack of direct communication between the customer and the 

technical consultant leads to misunderstood requirements. This 

results in implementing solutions that do not provide value to the 

customer. This in turn results in customer dissatisfaction.  

Undefined process  Lack of peer-review and proper testing can often result in the 

deployment of faulty changes to the customer environment. Such 

small careless mistakes can sometimes result in monetary loss for 

the customer especially when they occur in a production 

environment. Such incidents can lead to customer dissatisfaction 

which can impact the customer’s relationship with the case 

company. In some cases it can also result in the company losing 

customers.  
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4.5 Suggested good practices 

4.5.1 Good practices to minimize delayed project delivery 

 

Figure 22 gives a brief overview of the good practices suggested by this thesis to reduce 

delayed project delivery 

 

 
Figure 22. Overview of good practices to reduce delayed project delivery 

 

Small-scale agile development projects (or minor development projects) in the case           

company require product-specific and customer-specific knowledge. Lack of such         

knowledge makes it difficult for new or junior technical consultants to work on projects.              

Pair programming should be practiced in order to deepen the understanding for less             

experienced or new technical consultants (Deursen, 2001). Hulkko and Abrahamsson          

(2005) suggested in their research that pair programming increases the confidence of the             

developers involved. Lui and Chan (2008) suggested that developers work more efficiently            

in pairs when faced with a complex or difficult problem to solve. Hence, this thesis               
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encourages the pairing of two technical consultants especially when working on complex            

projects. The pairing can be done in multiple formats such as a more experienced technical               

consultant can be paired with a junior technical consultant. An added benefit of this              

approach is that it will help in creating a collective ownership of the project (Holmström et.                

al, 2006). Furthermore, it will also help the new team members in getting a deeper               

understanding of the product they are working on (Begel et al., 2008).  

A delayed project delivery has a negative impact on the relationship between the customer 

and the company. Data analysis of the empirical study points out that not having a common 

understanding of the priority and deadline of the project often leads to load balancing issues 

for technical consultants. Such load balancing issues further results in a delayed project 

delivery at times as well. It was suggested in the interviews that technical consultants 

should ask the customer success managers to provide the expected deadline and priority of 

the project towards the beginning. The customer success managers should always define 

the priority after consulting the customer. The small-scale agile projects conducted in the 

case company are done for individual customers. Hence, the priority of the project should 

be defined by the customer for which the project is being conducted. This can help in 

avoiding misunderstandings regarding the prioritization and can also make it easier for the 

technical consultant to balance their workload. 

 

Another way to avoid the delay in project delivery is to make sure that all risk factors are 

accounted for when work estimations are being created by the technical consultant. This 

suggestion was raised during the interviews for this thesis and is also pointed out by 

Hanssen et al. (2009) in their work. Technical consultants should be encouraged to keep in 

mind the complexity of the task while creating work estimations and plan accordingly. 

However, new or less experienced technical consultants might not always be able to 

consider all the aspects of the project thoroughly. Hence, it was suggested in the interviews 

that a senior technical consultant should peer review the work estimations provided by 

junior team members for a project. This would ensure that all possible risks are accounted 
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for in the work estimation and would also be a good learning ground for the new team 

members.  

 

Lastly, it was suggested in the interviews that a formal training should be conducted for 

the technical consultants to help them understand how they can better manage their tasks. 

One suggestion that came forward in the interviews was that technical consultants should 

delegate their tasks if they feel they cannot meet the deadline. Furthermore, based on data 

analysis done in empirical study, this thesis suggests that technical consultants can create 

a dashboard in JIRA that displays the tickets that have been neglected for a given period 

of time. This will give the technical consultant more visibility of the pending projects or 

tasks and help them balance their workload.  

4.5.2 Good practices to minimize poor communication 

 

Figure 23 gives a brief overview of the good practices suggested by this thesis to reduce 

poor communication. 

 

 
Figure 23. Overview of good practices to reduce poor communication 
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The data analysis from the empirical study points out that customer success manager 

(CSM) acts as a buffer between the customer and the technical consultant. This thesis 

suggests that direct interaction between the customer and the technical consultant should be 

encouraged especially towards the beginning of the project when the requirements are 

being defined. This suggestion stems from the literature and was also brought forward 

during the interviews. Cao and Ramesh (2008) specifically point out that the quality of the 

requirement specifications depend on the quality of interaction between the developers and 

the customer. Hence, technical consultants should be put in direct contact with the customer 

when defining the requirements of the project. Online communication tools should be used 

in case it is difficult to arrange face-to-face meetings.  

 

The project team at the case company is geographically distributed i.e. the CSM and 

technical consultant are usually not located in the same geographic location. Hence, this 

thesis encourages regular project demonstration meetings between the project team in 

order to make sure that everyone has the same understanding of the task at hand (Green 

et. al., 2010).  This suggestion was also brought forward in the interviews. Regular online 

meetings  (or face-to-face when possible) should be arranged within the project team to 

make sure that everyone in the team has up-to-date knowledge about the project 

(Sindhgatta et. al., 2011). These meetings come with an additional benefit of making team 

members comfortable with each other as they can read each other’s body language 

(Dorairaj et al., 2011). Furthermore, online meetings should also be recorded so that 

absent team members can get up-to-date. 

 

Lastly, this thesis suggests the case company to encourage informal meet-ups or online 

meetings between the two roles that are actively involved in a small-scale agile 

development project i.e. customer success manager and the technical consultant. This 

suggestion stems from Dorairaj et al. (2011) work where they pointed out that informal 

conversations form the basis of strong work relationships.  Hence, the case company 
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should encourage and establish informal conversations within the project team members 

by arranging online meetings or face-to-face meetups when possible. Currently, such 

meetings are frequently arranged between the technical consultants as it was pointed out 

in the interviews. However, we feel it is important to hold such informal gatherings 

between the customer success manager and the technical consultant working on the same 

project in order to create a good working atmosphere.  

 

4.5.3 Good practices to defined a process 

 
Figure 24 gives a brief overview of the good practices suggested by this thesis to address 

the challenge of undefined software development process.  

 

 

Figure 24. Overview of the good practices create a process 
 

It was suggested in the interviews that at the beginning of the project the customer success                

manager and the technical consultant should clearly define their responsibilities. This thesis            

also suggests that concise documentation of the changes should be created before starting             

the development process. Lucassen et. al. (2016), suggested that creating concise user            
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stories help in creating a shared understanding of the requirements. Hence, this thesis             

encourages the creation of concise documentation of customer requirements at the           

beginning of the project. The technical consultant and the customer success manager should             

work on creating a concise documentation along with the customer in order to create a               

shared understanding of the project. This documentation can be done in the form of user               

stories. The template on which the user stories can be documented should be created by the                

team itself as the template itself does not matter as long as the whole team is using the same                   

template to document user stories (Lucassen et. al., 2016). This thesis suggests the             

template created by Cohn (2004) for user stories:  

 

“As a (type of user), I want (goal), so that (benefit or why is the change needed)” (Cohn, 

2004).  

 

The documentation of user stories can be done on the JIRA ticket itself or can be done                 

separately but then should be attached with the JIRA ticket. This will help in keeping track                

of the requirements and the progress of the project. A user story should be atomic and                

unique as defined by Lucassen et al. (2015). Each user story should have an estimate               

associated with it as well. Wake (2003) suggests that user stories should be estimable, small               

and testable. This thesis suggests that technical consultants should document the schedule            

and work estimation of each user story as additional notes attached to it. In JIRA the                

information about the schedule and work estimation can be added to the specific fields              

defined for this purpose. 

 

Layman et. al. (2010) recommended for GDAD (geographically distributed agile          

development) teams to use globally-available project management tools to record and           

monitor the current status of the project. The case company recently started using JIRA for               

this purpose. However, the data analysis done for this thesis suggests that JIRA is still not                

fully utilized when it comes to small-scale agile development projects. It was suggested in              

the interviews that JIRA should be further explored in order to fully utilize the tool and                
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balance the workload of a technical consultant. Based on this suggestion a new thesis              

research topic was initiated at the case company during the course of this project.  

 

Lastly, this thesis suggests that a formal process for peer reviews should be created based               

on the suggestions that came forward during the interviews. A few aspects that can be               

considered while creating the guidelines can be how can a TC select a reviewer, when can                

a TC bypass the peer-review process etc. It would make it easier to ensure that everyone in                 

the team is following the defined standards and have the same understanding of the              

common standards. It should also be encouraged to pick or assign a reviewer right towards               

the beginning of the project. Furthermore, this thesis also suggests that the case company              

should create a checklist or set of standard guidelines for the reviewers as well. These set of                 

standard guidelines should be created in order to facilitate the reviewer in the process of               

peer-review and make sure that they do not skip one of the basic quality checks while doing                 

the review.  

4.5.4 Summary of suggested good practices 

 

The suggested good practices presented in this chapter are intended to help the case 

company maximize customer satisfaction while working on small-scale agile projects 

(termed as minor development projects within the company).  The suggested good practices 

are according to the three main challenges that were identified in the empirical analysis: 

Delayed project delivery, poor communication and undefined process. The suggestions 

made as part of this thesis are based on the literature review. However, a few suggestions 

also stem from the suggestions that were discussed during the interview. The thesis clearly 

defines the source of the suggested good practices in the upcoming sections.  

 

The main aim behind the suggested good practices is to minimize, or in some cases to 

eliminate, the  challenges that were identified as part of this thesis. Table 15 has the 

suggested good practices in a concise format.   
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 Table 15. Suggested good practices to minimize identified challenges at case company 

Challenge Good practices to maximize customer satisfaction 

Delayed project 

delivery 

● Encourage pair programming  in complex projects 

● Encourage technical consultants to account for risks       

associated with a task or project while creating work         

estimations. Furthermore, technical consultants should get      

their work estimations peer reviewed. 

● Encourage the project team to define priority and deadline         

of the project at the beginning. 

● Arrange a training for the technical consultants to help 

them understand work load-balancing.  

Poor communication ● Encourage technical consultants to directly communicate 

with the customer  

● Encourage the project team to hold regular project 

demonstration meetings. 

● Arrange informal meet-ups or online meetings between 

the project team on a regular basis.  

Undefined process  ● Encourage the creation of concise documentation of 

customer requirements in the form of user stories.  

● Define guidelines to use JIRA in small scale agile 

development projects (minor development projects). 

● Encourage the project team to clearly define the roles and 

responsibilities at the beginning of the project.  

● Define guidelines for peer review process. 
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5. Discussion  
This chapter discusses the answers to the two research questions that were defined towards the 
beginning.  
 

5.1 RQ1: Current state of small-scale agile development at the 
case company  
 
The first research question of this Thesis is What is the current state of small-scale agile 

development at the Case Company? In order to answer this question we first aimed at 

creating an understanding of the process that is currently being followed for small-scale 

agile development projects at the case company. Alongside this we also identified the 

challenges that these projects faced and how these challenges impacted customer 

satisfaction. As a result of the analysis, we were able to identify 3 unique challenges that 

small-scale agile development projects faced at the case company. 

 

The identified core challenges are:  

1. The delivery of small-scale agile development projects is often delayed in the case 

company due to legacy implementation, poor workload balancing and lack of 

customer or product knowledge.  

2. Customer requirements and expectations are often misunderstood due to lack of 

communication between the technical consultants and the customer.  

3. The overall process for small-scale agile development does not define any 

guidelines that technical consultants can follow in regards to documentation, code 

commenting and peer-reviews. 

 

One of the core reasons identified behind delayed project deliveries was legacy 

implementations that are still used by some customer environments. As Cao and Ramesh 

(2008) pointed out, over time the software architecture evolves and the implementation that 

was done towards the beginning of the project becomes legacy. It can get difficult to 
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understand code behavior of legacy implementation as the code base starts to get big (Cao 

and Ramesh, 2008). A similar problem was seen in the case company as well. There was 

little or no documentation regarding the legacy implementations. In most cases the team 

members who worked on the legacy implementation have left the company or do not have 

the time to help with the project. This lack of documentation regarding legacy 

implementations makes it cumbersome to work on such customer environments and adds 

time to the overall development process.  

 

Another root cause of delayed project delivery was that technical consultants (TC) 

sometimes fail at providing a correct time estimate at the beginning of the project. Delays 

in project delivery can happen due to a number of reasons such as lack of customer or 

product specific knowledge and legacy implementations. Hanssen et al. (2009), also 

pointed out that at times making small changes to legacy implementations can take a lot of 

time and hence can slow down the overall development process. Complex or legacy code 

can also make it difficult for a new developer to understand the code behaviour and in most 

cases would require a senior developer’s help (Hanssen et al., 2009). Furthermore, another 

factor contributing to the delayed delivery of projects is that technical consultants are 

responsible for more than 1 customer environment at the same time. The workload coming 

from customers is unpredictable and a technical consultant is working on different projects 

simultaneously.  This makes it difficult to estimate workload of a technical consultant and 

eventually leads to poor workload balancing issues. Poor workload-balancing can lead to 

low quality of work and delayed projects.  

 

Moreover, technical consultants do not explicitly discuss the deadline of the project with 

the customer success manager. This poor communication regarding the deadline with the 

customer success manager leads to a difference in the expectations of the 

customer/customer success manager and the technical consultant. In a longer run these 

challenges result in customer dissatisfaction and over the time lowers the customer 

profitability for the case company.  
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Another major challenge that small-scale agile development faces at the case company is 

poor communication. Customer success manager acts as the contact point for both the 

customer and technical consultants. Case company has offices in around 10 countries which 

implies that the project team itself is not always working from the same geographic 

location. Ibrahim et al. (2016), pointed out that it can get difficult to communicate 

requirements with customers that are in a different time-zone or geographical location. The 

analysis of the empirical data collected as a part of this thesis also supports this observation 

made by Ibrahim et al. (2016). The communication between customer success managers 

and technical consultants is not face-to-face as they usually work in different geographic 

locations. This lack of communication often leads to misunderstanding regarding different 

aspects of a project such as customer requirements and deadline. Delays in project 

deliveries and wrong implementations creates an overall bad experience for the customer.  

 

Lastly, there is a lack of guidelines regarding the small-scale agile development projects. 

Even though recently the case company created a well-thought process for change 

management, including small-scale agile projects, it still does not lay out guidelines that 

can be used for documentation, code commenting and peer-reviews.  Documentation for 

each project is done in different formats and the details introduced in the documentation 

depends on each individual that is working on the project. A side effect of this poor 

documentation of projects is that it becomes difficult for a junior or new technical 

consultant to understand the customer environment. Eventually this becomes the underlying 

cause for the legacy implementation challenge that we discussed above.  Furthermore, there 

is no standard procedure defined for peer-review which eventually leads to the deployment 

of faulty changes to the customer environments. Issues resulting from faulty deployments 

can often result in monetary loss for the customer and impact the relationship of the 

company with the customer in the longer run. In some cases the case company might even 

lose customers due to these issues.  
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5.2 RQ2: Good practices to maximize customer satisfaction 

 

The second research question was What good practices can be used by the case company in 

development projects to maximize customer satisfaction? The main aim of this question 

was to list good practices that the case company can implement in order to maximize 

customer satisfaction. This thesis suggested good practices related to the 3 main challenges 

that were identified as a result of the first research question.  

 

5.2.1 Good practices to minimize delayed project delivery 

 

One of the most important good practices suggested as a part of thesis is to encourage pair 

programming especially in the case of complex projects. Pair programming can be used to 

eliminate multiple challenges such as inaccurate time estimates, lack of product or 

customer specific knowledge and lack of peer-reviews. Another benefit of encouraging pair 

programming is that it can help software developers deepen their understanding regarding 

particular aspects of the product (Deursen, 2001) and can also help gain customer 

knowledge. In nutshell, by encouraging pair programming the case company can reduce the 

risk of mistakes as each aspect of the project would be reviewed by two pairs of eyes. 

 

Secondly, technical consultants should keep in mind the risks associated with a project 

while creating work estimations as suggested by Hanssen et al. (2009). However, it can be 

daunting for junior technical consultants to provide time estimates for projects especially 

since they lack customer and product knowledge. This thesis suggests encouraging junior 

technical consultants to work in pair with a senior or more experienced technical consultant 

while creating estimations. If that is not possible then junior technical consultants should be 

encouraged to get their time estimates peer-reviewed from senior team members. This 

practice would help in avoiding unrealistic estimates and make sure risks are considered 

while calculating the estimates.  
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Another suggestion to help with delayed delivery of projects is to encourage technical 

consultants to communicate the priority and deadline of a project with the customer success 

manager at the beginning of the project.  Inayat  et al. (2015) however points out that 

priority of a task should be defined by the customer. Hence, this thesis suggests that the 

customer should define the priority of the project and this should then be communicated to 

the technical consultants as well.  This can eliminate misunderstandings regarding the 

deadlines and can also help technical consultants in balancing their work more effectively. 

This suggestion was pointed out during the interviews that were conducted as a part of the 

empirical study.  

 

Lastly, this thesis suggests that formal training should be arranged for technical consultants 

to help them understand how they can effectively manage their workload. A set of standard 

guidelines should be created that can eventually help technical consultants in prioritizing 

multiple projects simultaneously.  This suggestion was pointed out in the interviews that 

were conducted as part of the empirical study. 

 

5.2.2 Good practices to minimize poor communication  

 

The first suggestion to help with poor communication is to encourage technical consultants 

to communicate with the customer directly or to make sure that technical consultants are at 

least a part of the requirement specification meeting with the customer. This can help in 

making sure that everyone in the project team understands the customer’s requirements and 

are on the same page. Cao and Ramesh (2008), also pointed out that the quality of 

requirements specification is in direct relation with the quality of interaction between the 

customer and the developers. However, in the case of the case company it might not always 

be possible for technical consultants to meet the customers due to different geographic 

locations and timezone. Hence, this thesis suggests that online communication methods 

should be encouraged in case the technical consultant is from another geographic location.  
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Furthermore, it should be encouraged to hold regular project demonstration meetings 

especially when the project team is located in separate geographic locations. This would 

ensure that the whole project team is on the same page in regards to the project and has 

updated knowledge as well.  The online meetings should be recorded so that absent team 

members can listen to the recording in order to get up to speed with the progress of the 

project. This suggestion is based on the findings from the works of Green et. al. (2010), 

Sindhgatta et. al., (2011) and Dorairaj et al., (2011). 

 

Lastly, this thesis suggests to encourage informal meetings between the project team i.e. the 

customer success manager and the technical consultant. Dorairaj et al., (2011), pointed out 

that having informal meetings is very important to create strong working relationships 

within a team. The purpose of this is to make the team members comfortable with each 

other and establish a stronger working relationship between the project team. Informal 

meetings can also be arranged by using online communication tools and it is not necessary 

to rely on face-to-face informal meetings.  

5.2.3 Good practices to define a process  

 

One of the most important suggestions made in this thesis is that concise documentation of 

the project should be encouraged and guidelines should be created to document the 

changes. This thesis suggests to utilize creation of user stories in order to accomplish 

concise documentation of the project as also suggested by Lucassen et. al. (2016). User 

stories should be created in collaboration with the customer and the customer should be 

asked to define a priority of each user story. This practice can help the project team and the 

customer to have a shared understanding of the customer requirements. Furthermore, there 

should be standard guidelines defined to help the project team while doing the 

documentation for example a standard format can be created that can be used by everyone 

throughout the case company. This will ensure that the project team caters all the customer 
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requirements and it will also make it easier for new team members to understand the 

project.  

 

Furthermore, the case company recently started using JIRA, a globally available project 

management tool, to record and monitor the progress of their projects. One of the most 

important suggestions made in this thesis is to create a well-defined and standard process 

for using JIRA as a way to document and monitor projects. This suggestion came forward 

during the interviews as well. A well-defined JIRA process can in longer term help 

technical consultants to balance their workload as well. Everything regarding the project 

should be documented on the JIRA ticket such as the deadline, priority, work estimation 

and documentation. The project team should be encouraged towards the beginning of the 

project to clearly define their roles and responsibilities mutually.  This information should 

also be included in the JIRA project ticket.  

 

Lastly, and importantly, a suggestion came forward during the interviews that the case 

company should work on creating peer-review guidelines and technical consultants should 

be encouraged to get their work peer reviewed. We feel that creating standard guidelines on 

how a peer-review process should work will make it easier for the technical consultants to 

implement peer reviews in their projects. There should also be a set of standard guidelines 

defined for the person performing in the peer-reviews. This  would create multiple benefits 

for the peer-reviewer such as ensuring that they do not miss out an important aspect while 

reviewing the project and make the whole process more effective.  
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5.3 Limitations  

 

The good practices suggested in this thesis have not been validated in the case company               

due to limited available time. Implementing the results of the thesis in practice and              

observing their impact would have made it easier to validate the quality of these              

suggestions. Hence, it is hard to say if the presented practices will prove to be effective for                 

the case company or not.  

This thesis was completed over a period of nine months. The long duration of the thesis                

poses a risk that some of the factors that helped us in deciding the scope of this thesis                  

towards the beginning might have evolved over the period of time. One good example of               

this can be the sudden change in the work environment that resulted from the global               

pandemic Covid-19. In the middle of this thesis the world got hit by a global pandemic                

known as Covid-19. Due to this pandemic the work practices at the case company saw a                

major shift as everyone in the company started working remotely from their homes. As the               

interviews had already been conducted by the time Covid-19 emerged, the impact of this              

change was not incorporated in the results of this thesis. However, this thesis does take into                

account a work environment where teams are working from different geographical           

locations and communicate via online communication tools. This gives us the confidence            

that the reasoning used behind suggested good practices still remains valid. But as the              

results have not been validated in a practical setting it is hard to say if the good practices                  

suggested by the thesis can be utilized effectively or not.  
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6. Conclusions  
 
The main aim of this thesis was to do a comprehensive study on how SaaS companies can 

maximize customer satisfaction from small-scale agile development projects. The empirical 

study for this thesis has been conducted in a Finnish SaaS company that provides a supply 

chain management software product to her customers. The research approach taken to 

conduct this study was action research. This chapter first focuses on the key conclusions 

that can be drawn from this study and then discusses the future research that can be carried 

out based on these conclusions.  

 

The research problem that the thesis explores is “How can SaaS companies execute 

small-scale agile development projects in order to maximize customer satisfaction?”. The 

research problem was further broken down into two research questions in order to facilitate 

the research process.  

 

Three key conclusions can be drawn from the results of this thesis. These are presented in 

the upcoming paragraphs and are highlighted in bold.  

 

User stories should be encouraged to represent customer requirements and establish 

communication with the customer. In order to avoid developing misunderstood customer 

requirements this thesis suggests that it is important to encourage direct communication 

between the developer and the customer. User stories can be utilized to document customer 

requirements and make sure that the project team has a common understanding of the 

requirements.  The customer should be involved in the creation of user stories and should 

be responsible for defining the priority as well. Ramesh et. al., (2010), pointed out that 

having a shared understanding of the requirements results in less number of defects and 

post-development changes requested by the customer. Secondly, creating a standard format 

on which the project team can document customer requirements would ensure uniformity 

throughout the case company.  Lucassen et. al. (2016) highlighted that having a common 
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format for requirements documentation ensures  improves the overall productivity of the 

team and the quality of the user stories.  

 

Pair programming should be encouraged in order to facilitate junior developers in 

gaining product and customer knowledge. The code base of the product offered by the 

case company is becoming complex and huge with time. A phenomenon that was also 

highlighted by Cao and Ramesh (2008)  in their research. It can get difficult to understand 

code behavior when the code base becomes huge and this can also decrease the overall 

productivity of the team as well (Hanssen et. al, 2009). In order to deepen the knowledge of 

junior technical consultants the coase company should encourage them to work in pairs 

with seniors members. This would help them in gaining product-specific knowledge and 

customer-specific knowledge. Furthermore, working in pairs would make it easier for 

junior developers to understand the process of small-scale agile development at the case 

company better and also get a better understanding of good practices that are encouraged at 

the company. Lastly, working in pairs would also improve the overall quality of the work 

done for the customer resulting in customer satisfaction.  

 

Guidelines for peer-reviews should be laid-out in order to facilitate developers in 

maintaining quality of small-scale projects. Based on the results of this thesis it is 

evident that there is a lack of guidelines regarding the development process that can be used 

for small-scale projects. Creating guidelines for the development process would ensure that 

everyone in the case company has a common understanding of the process. It would also 

make it easier for new developers to understand the process. Firstly, even though the case 

company has recently started using JIRA there is still a lack of common understanding of 

how JIRA can be used in small-scale agile development projects. By creating guidelines on 

how a project team should utilize JIRA in small-scale projects will significantly impact the 

overall quality of the whole process. JIRA can be used to effectively communicate on 

important aspects of the project such as deadline, priority, work estimation and requirement 

documentation. Lastly, there should be guidelines to facilitate the peer-review process. This 

will help ensure that all projects are peer reviewed before deploying them to customer 
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environments and will keep a check on the quality of small-scale projects. However, the 

thesis does not support creating concrete guidelines that would dictate the steps of technical 

consultants because that can lead to frustration. The suggestion is to create a basic set of 

guidelines to facilitate the technical consultants in understanding the good practices that 

should be used when working on small-scale agile projects.  

 

Due to time constraints this thesis was unable to implement the suggested improvements in 

the case company and record the impact they have on customer satisfaction. One key future 

research stemming from this thesis can be to observe and record the practical impacts of the 

above three key conclusions on customer satisfaction. Agile development advocates 

concise documentation and also encourages to use code as a basis to understand the 

behaviour of the product. During the literature review of this thesis we found out that there 

is very little literature that talks about good code commenting practices. Hence, another 

important area of research here can be to study and create code commenting guidelines for 

developers. Such guidelines can help in ensuring that the code behaviour is documented in 

a uniform manner throughout the case company or any other SaaS company.  

 

The most important and interesting future research prospect here can be to study the impact 

of the recent global pandemic on the good practices that this suggests in order to improve 

customer satisfaction. The global pandemic came right after the empirical research had 

already been concluded for this thesis. Hence, it was difficult to account for that aspect 

within the scope of this thesis. However, it would be interesting to study how the operations 

of the case company or any other SaaS company were impacted due this sudden pandemic.  

 

Within the scope of this thesis we were unable to account for the customer's point of view 

regarding small-scale agile development projects. Another key future research area 

stemming from this thesis can be to reach out to the customers of the case company and 

study their point of view as well.  This would help in understanding the pain points of the 

customer when it comes to the delivery of small-scale agile projects. It would then help in 

creating a holistic view of how customer satisfaction can be maximized via such projects 
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for the case company or generally for any company that provides a SaaS solution to its 

customers.  
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Appendices 

Appendix 1 Case Interview Questions  

Interview Questions for Technical Consultants 

Background 

 

1. What is your role and responsibility in the case organization? 

a. How long have you been in the case company?  

2. Under the scope of this thesis, the minor development project is defined as ‘minor 

development is referred to as any customer request to modify/improve the existing behavior 

of their environment in order to improve or introduce new capabilities.’ 

a. Is this correct? Or would you like to add something to this definition?  

Current Situation 

3. How are minor development projects currently handled at the case company? Or 

a. What is the current process that is followed for minor development requests made 

by the customer?  

4. Can you briefly explain the various roles that are involved in a minor development project?  

5. What is the current role of a Technical Consultant in minor development projects?  

6. Is there a set of standard practices that Technical Consultants follow during minor 

development projects?  

7. How minor development is currently measured and what are the targets?  

a. How do you think this should be done? 

 

Customer Satisfaction/Success  

8. Under the scope of this project, customer success is defined as follows ‘Customer Success 

focuses on the general well-being of the existing customers and ensuring that the company 

does not lose its customer base.’  

a. Would you like to add something to this?  

9. What are the most critical components of minor development projects that lead to customer 

success?  

a. What helps minor development projects to support customer success? 
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Challenges  

10. How do you prioritize your tasks?  

a. For a Technical Consultant: How do you prioritize minor development projects 

from implementation projects?  

b. For someone from the Technical Services Team: How do you prioritize minor 

development requests coming from different customers at the same time?  

11. What are the current bottlenecks that a Technical Consultant faces during minor 

development projects?  

a. How do you think these bottlenecks can be mitigated?  

12. What challenges does Technical Consultant face that hinder customer success?  

a. How do you think these challenges can be mitigated?  

13. How do you think the minor development process should look like?  

a. How can the current process be improved?  

Conclusion 

14. Is there still something that you would like to point out? 

15. How could the interview be improved? 

 

Interview Questions for Customer Success Managers 

Background 

1. What is your role and responsibility in the case organisation? 

a. How long have you been in the case company?  

2. Under the scope of this thesis, the minor development project is defined as ‘minor 

development is referred to as any customer request to modify the existing behavior of their 

environment in order to improve or introduce new capabilities.’ 

a. Is this correct? Or would you like to add something to this definition?  

 

Current Situation 

3. How are minor development projects currently handled at the case company? Or 

a. What is the current process that is followed for minor development requests made 

by the customer?  

4. Can you briefly explain the various roles that are involved in a minor development project?  
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5. Can you please explain your role within the scope of a minor development project at the 

case organization?  

6. How is the success of minor development currently measured and what are the targets?  

a. How do you think this should be done? 

 

Customer Satisfaction/Success  

7. Under the scope of this project, customer success is defined as follows ‘Customer Success 

focuses on the general well-being of the existing customers and ensuring that the company 

does not lose its customer base.’  

a. Would you like to add something to this?  

8. Can you briefly explain your role in regards to customer success?  

9. What are the most critical components of minor development projects that lead to customer 

success?  

a. What impact does the success of a minor development request have on Customer 

Success?  

Challenges  

10. What are the current bottlenecks that minor development projects face?  

a. How do you think these bottlenecks can be mitigated?  

11. What challenges hinder customer success?  

a. How do you think these challenges can be mitigated?  

12. How do you think the minor development process should look like?  

a. How can the current process be improved? 

Conclusion 

13. Is there still something that you would like to point out? 

14. How could the interview be improved? 
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